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ABSTRACT
There may arise two kinds of challenges in the problem of mobile robot local-
ization; (i) a robot may have an a priori map of its environment, in which case the
localization problem boils down to estimating the robot pose relative to a global
frame or (ii) no a priori map information is given, in which case a robot may have to
estimate a model of its environment and localize within it. In the case of a known
map, simultaneous planning while localizing is a crucial ability for operating under
uncertainty. We first address this problem by designing a method to dynamically
replan while the localization uncertainty or environment map is updated. Extensive
simulations are conducted to compare the proposed method with the performance
of FIRM (Feedback-based Information RoadMap). However, a shortcoming of this
method is its reliance on a Gaussian assumption for the Probability Density Function
(pdf) on the robot state. This assumption may be violated during autonomous op-
eration when a robot visits parts of the environment which appear similar to others.
Such situations lead to ambiguity in data association between what is seen and the
robot’s map leading to a non-Gaussian pdf on the robot state. We address this chal-
lenge by developing a motion planning method to resolve situations where ambiguous
data associations result in a multimodal hypothesis on the robot state. A Reced-
ing Horizon approach is developed, to plan actions that sequentially disambiguate
a multimodal belief to achieve tight localization on the correct pose in finite time.
In our method, disambiguation is achieved through active data associations by pick-
ing target states in the map which allow distinctive information to be observed for
each belief mode and creating local feedback controllers to visit the targets. Experi-
ments are conducted for a kidnapped physical ground robot operating in an artificial
ii
maze-like environment.
The hardest challenge arises when no a priori information is present. In long-
term tasks where a robot must drive for long durations before closing loops, our
goal is to minimize the localization error growth rate such that; (i) accurate data
associations can be made for loop closure, or (ii) in cases where loop closure is not
possible, the localization error stays limited within some desired bounds. We analyze
this problem and show that accurate heading estimation is key to limiting localiza-
tion error drift. We make three contributions in this domain. First we present a
method for accurate long-term localization using absolute orientation measurements
and analyze the underlying structure of the SLAM problem and how it is affected by
unbiased heading measurements. We show that consistent estimates over a 100km
trajectory are possible and that the error growth rate can be controlled with active
data acquisition. Then we study the more general problem when orientation mea-
surements may not be present and develop a SLAM technique to separate orientation
and position estimation. We show that our method’s accuracy degrades gracefully
compared to the standard non-linear optimization based SLAM approach and avoids
catastrophic failures which may occur due a bad initial guess in non-linear opti-
mization. Finally we take our understanding of orientation sensing into the physical
world and demonstrate a 2D SLAM technique that leverages absolute orientation
sensing based on naturally occurring structural cues. We demonstrate our method
using both high-fidelity simulations and a real-world experiment in a 66, 000 square
foot warehouse. Empirical studies show that maps generated by our approach never
suffer catastrophic failure, whereas existing scan matching based SLAM methods fail
≈ 50% of the time.
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NOMENCLATURE
tk Time at step k
xk Robot state at time tk
xk Robot state vector at time tk
xˆ+k Robot state estimate at time tk
xˆ−k+1 Predicted robot state prior at time tk+1
uk Control input at time tk
zk Sensory observation at time tk
X State space
U Control space
Z Observation space
N (µ,Σ) Gaussian random variable with mean µ and covariance Σ
li i-th landmark in map
li Position vector for i-th landmark
pk Position vector of robot w.r.t global frame at time tk
θk Euler angles of robot body axis w.r.t global frame at time tk
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AHRS Attitude Heading Reference Systems
KF Kalman Filter
DCM Direction Cosine Matrix
EKF Extended Kalman Filter
UKF Unscented Kalman Filter
SEIF Sparse Extended Information Filter
PDF Probability Density Function
SLAM Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
SLAP Simultaneous Localization and Planning
SPLAM Simultaneous Planning Localization and Mapping
POMDP Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
FIRM Feedback-based Information RoadMaps
GPS Global Positioning System
MAP Maximum a Posteriori
ML Maximum Likelihood
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
MAV Micro Aerial Vehicle
RMSE Root Mean Squared Error
MPUU Motion Planning Under Uncertainty
M3P MultiModal Motion Planning
GMM Gaussian Mixture Model
MHT Multi-Hypothesis Tracking
LFGO Linear Feature Graph Optimization
R.V. Random variable
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of autonomous mobile robotics, our goal is to create systems that
when switched on can be left to operate with minimal human intervention. To move
about in their environment safely and reliably complete assigned tasks, robots need
to tackle three fundamental problems:
1. Localization: A robot needs to estimate where it is within its map to be able
to decide where it should go next.
2. Mapping: If a model of the environment is not known a priori then it must
estimate such a model to navigate safely.
3. Planning: A robot should be able to determine the best future action using
currently available knowledge of its state and map to complete assigned tasks.
If a robot is given a map of its environment, then we require that it should plan
the best course of action such that it can stay well localized, and complete tasks
without colliding with the environment. This problem is referred to as Simultaneous
Localization and Planning (SLAP). If a robot is not given a map a priori then it needs
to map and localize within its estimated map, this is called Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM). Finally, to achieve full autonomy, all three problems need to
be tackled at once, i.e., a robot needs to plan for a given task while operating in an
environment about which it does not possess a priori information. This problem is
referred to as Simultaneous Planning Localization and Mapping (SPLAM).
In this work, we study both the SLAP and SLAM problems from the perspec-
tive of long-term autonomy and briefly touch upon SPLAM. In the scope of this
work, long-term autonomy refers to tasks where a robot may routinely explore
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Figure 1.1: A venn diagram depicting the three key problems in mobile robotics.
large unknown regions or persistently operate within a known map where uncer-
tainty necessitates offline plans to be modified online. In the SLAP problem we look
at; (i) improving the efficiency of Feedback-based Information RoadMaps (FIRM)
through rollout-based methods and (ii) extending motion planning under uncertainty
(MPUU) to non-Gaussian domain through active data association for disambiguating
multimodal beliefs. In the SLAM problem we study the role of orientation (head-
ing) and propose a novel formulation to achieve highly accurate localization with
an unbiased heading sensor (e.g., magnetometer, star tracker, gyrocompass). In a
general setting, orientation measurements may not be available, thus we develop
a feature-based SLAM approach that separates orientation and position estimation
and exploits the separable structure of the SLAM problem. Finally we develop a
variant of scan matching based 2D SLAM that leverages orientation sensing using
structural cues and demonstrate it on a physical system.
In Sections 1.1 and 1.2, we describe key elements of localization and mapping
and discuss commonly known issues. In Section 1.3 we present how MPUU plays an
important role in improving localization and mapping quality while increasing the
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robustness of task completion.
1.1 Localization in Known Maps
For a known map, the localization problem can be framed as follows, “given a
robot and a map of the environment in which it operates, we require that a robot
determine its pose with respect to a global reference frame using available sensors”.
Due to the stochastic nature of the problem (noisy sensing and actuation), we modify
the above statement to, “given a robot and a map of the environment in which it op-
erates, we require that a robot estimate a belief about its pose with respect to a global
reference frame using available sensors”. Here belief refers to the probability distri-
bution function (pdf) over all possible robot states. When no prior pose information
is given to the robot, it is commonly referred to as the global localization problem,
sometimes also called the “lost or kidnapped robot problem”. Two commonly used
approaches to localization are:
1. Feature-based localization: Robot is given the spatial locations of key points
or landmarks in the environment. A robot then uses its onboard sensors (e.g.
camera, lidar, etc.) to detect and get relative readings to these landmarks and
estimate its belief.
2. Grid-based localization: Robot is given an occupancy grid of the world, i.e., a
map which grids the world into discrete cells and contains information about
the probability of each grid cell being occupied by an obstacle. A robot then
uses a range sensor (e.g. sonar, depth camera, lidar etc.) to sense and estimate
the probability of being in each grid cell. In this work, we limit ourselves to
the study of feature based methods.
In any localization method, challenges arise due to data association between what
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is seen and robot’s a priori map:
1. Known Data Associations: When a robot can establish a unique data associa-
tion between every feature it observes to some feature in its map then we call
it known data association. This is generally a simpler problem to work with
and the belief can be modeled well by a unimodal Gaussian pdf.
2. Unknown Data Associations: Situations may arise where data association be-
tween what is observed and the robot’s map leads to a multimodal hypothesis
on the state, for example a kidnapped robot with no a priori information about
its state or a mobile robot operating in a symmetric environment (see Fig. 1.2).
In this case, a Gaussian (unimodal) belief assumption may not always be a valid
choice. In Chapter 3 we present a motion planning approach for active data
association to disambiguate a multimodal belief.
1.2 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
When a robot is not given a priori knowledge of its environment, it must use
its sensory data and actions to concurrently build a map of its environment and
localize itself within its stochastic map, this is referred to as Simultaneous Localiza-
tion and Mapping (SLAM) [136]. Common techniques either use a filtering-based
approach to process incoming data sequentially and maintain an up-to-date belief
of the robot state and features in the world (e.g., Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
SLAM) or post-process odometery data and measurements in a batch manner using
non-linear optimization techniques to estimate the full robot trajectory and map
(e.g., pose-graph SLAM). Further, maps can be sparse such that they represent only
the locations of landmarks or dense representations can be built which contain in-
formation about the world geometry and appearance. An important phenomenon in
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Figure 1.2: A simple depiction showing how symmetry in the environment can lead
to ambiguity in data association. In the first case the world has three doors, with
unique appearance hence a Gaussian belief assumption works well. In the second
case, the world has three identical colored doors, which leads to a multimodal belief.
SLAM is loop closure that occurs when a robot re-observes a previously seen part
of the map. This often leads to a reduction in the localization and map uncertainty
along with biases which built up as a robot previously moved into unknown parts of
the map.
Issues with filtering-based methods: Filtering-based methods suffer from
quadratic complexity in the number of features tracked, which limits the size of
maps that can be built. While methods exist to break the mapping problem into
submaps, errors may arise in consistently estimating a global map by fusing local
maps. Further, the standard filtering-based formulation is known to be inconsistent
as the heading is not observable. This results in biased estimates and the filter
becomes overconfident about its knowledge.
Issues with batch methods: In batch methods, we must solve a non-linear
optimization problem the size of which can quickly grow due to the high frequency
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of incoming observations. Further, non-linear optimization requires a good initial
guess to converge and generally, odometery is used to provide this initial guess.
However odometery based estimation error grows unbounded as the robot moves.
Thus, associating new observations to previously seen sections of the map for loop
closure is often difficult with disastrous consequences in map building. A common
approach is to build a two part solution with a backend and front end. While the
back end solves the non-linear optimization problem, the front end handles data
association. Usually the front end operates independently of the backend and does
not use prior knowledge of robot pose to improve data association. Thus any data
association error made in the front end is propagated to the map building process.
Most importantly, any non-linear optimization technique cannot guarantee a globally
optimal solution.
1.3 Motion Planning Under Uncertainty
The role of motion planning is to determine actions that drive a robot from a given
start state to some goal state. Due to the stochastic nature of real-world robotics,
our goal is often to maximize the probability of reaching the goal state. Thus actions
must be planned in the space of beliefs over the robot state if the map is known
or in the entire space of beliefs over robot state and map. In general, the problem
of motion planning under uncertainty belongs to the class of problems known as
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP). Motion Planning Under
Uncertainty is also referred as belief space planning in robotics literature.
SLAP: In a known map, there may be certain parts of the environment which
provide richer localization information as compared to others. Thus motion planning
often incorporates the uncertainty in robot localization as a cost to be minimized thus
leading to information seeking behavior that enhances localization certainty to gain
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robustness in the face of noises and perturbations while completing tasks. Figure 1.3
shows an example from [10] which depicts a robot operating in a 2D environment.
A traditional deterministic planner would drive a robot through the shortest path
(green) but an uncertainty aware planner like FIRM chooses a path (red) that drives
the robot closer to landmarks to enhance localization. In Chapter 2 we present two
contributions to the problem of SLAP via rollout-based planners for Gaussian belief
space and active data association for non-Gausian belief space planning.
Figure 1.3: SLAP often leads to informative paths as compared to geometrically
shortest path [10].
SPLAM: In SLAM, it is well understood that mapping and localization accuracy
can be significantly improved by taking deliberate actions, this is referred to in
literature as “active” SLAM. In active SLAM, a common approach is to plan actions
that achieve a balance between exploration (i.e., visiting previously unseen areas)
and exploitation (i.e., revisiting known areas), such that overall map uncertainty is
reduced. Both active SLAM and traditional SLAM focus on building accurate models
of the world. Currently, these methods are limited to trajectories generally < 1km.
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For problems where the distance traveled may routinely exceed these limits (e.g.
planetary rovers) it may be impractical to close loops and get rid of biases. In Chapter
5 we propose a mapping formulation to achieve consistent feature localization with
an unbiased heading sensor.
1.4 Outline
In Chapter 2 we present a literature survey of prior work in SLAM and look at
the problem of SLAP for real-time replanning. In Chapter 3 we present a method
for SLAP in non-Gaussian belief spaces. In Chapter 4 we survey prior work in
the field of SLAM and discuss the role of orientation in SLAM. In Chapters 5 and
6 we present novel methods for long-term mapping and localization with absolute
orientation sensing and without orientation measurements respectively. In Chapter 7
we present a novel method for robust scan matching-based 2D SLAM which leverages
absolute orientation and show its benefits in practice. Finally in Chapter 8 we
conclude this work and discuss directions for future research.
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2. SIMULTANEOUS LOCALIZATION AND PLANNING
The field of SLAP has built up a large body of contributions in a relatively short
span of time. Belief space planning methods range from sampling based approaches
to optimization-based methods to a combination of both. In Section 2.1 we discuss
relevant prior art in the field of SLAP with a focus on sampling-based methods.
We pay particular attention to works that study the problem of global localization
(Section 2.1.1) and online replanning (Section 2.1.2) as these are most relevant in the
context of this dissertation. In Section 2.2 we touch upon a Rollout-based extension
of FIRM for real-time Simultaneous Localization and Planning1.
2.1 Literature Review
Recent work in sampling-based methods for belief space planning have shown
promising results. The fundamental goal being to plan actions that minimize un-
certainty such that a mobile robot can localize accurately to act safely and reliably.
Methods such as [119, 21, 30, 143, 85, 117] provide solutions that depend on the
initial belief. In [119], the authors present an information space planning method.
First a PRM is constructed where the nodes are the means of beliefs. These beliefs
are given a stationary covariance and connected via edges. Paths are chosen which
result in the lowest uncertainty at the goal state. In [21], the authors construct a
graph in belief space then prune it regularly. They prove that the method converges
to the optimal solution as the number of samples tends to infinity. In [30], the au-
thors present a method for making discrete time approximations to continuous time
POMDPs and use SARSOP to solve the discrete-time POMDP. SARSOP [86] is
a POMDP solver which builds a solution by approximating through sampling, the
1Part of this section was reprinted with permission from [9].
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reachable region of the belief space by an optimal policy. SARSOP builds a tree in
belief space, by sampling an action a ∈ A and applying it to the belief b, then using
the transition function to compute the child of b. A lower and upper bound on the
Value function is assumed and program terminates when the gap between the upper
and lower bounds converges to some value ≤ . The method of [143] generates mul-
tiple nominal paths using RRT (or some other planner), then predicts the a-priori
belief behavior over these trajectories and finally picks the best one. The planning
objective is to minimize the collision probability but instead of directly computing
collision probability this metric is approximated by the number of standard devia-
tions a robot can deviate from its path before it collides. In [16], the authors present
a method called Robust Belief Roadmap which is a motion planning algorithm for
systems with uncertainty that can reason about noisy intermittent observations.
Sensor misdetection is a challenging problem faced by mobile robots in real world
applications as different sensors are affected by the environment in various ways that
can cause these sensors to not detect landmarks. The authors propose to use the
expectation of the maximum eigen value of the covariance matrix as a metric for the
uncertainty at the goal and develop an analytical bound on this metric. They assume
that the missed detection probability can quantified and that the misdetections are
independent over time and between sensors. A computationally tractable recursive
method is presented to compute the maximum bound on the metric. Recent devel-
opments in [10, 9] extend belief space planning to multi-query settings (cases where
multiple planning requests are made sequentially) by creating a belief space variant
of a Probabilistic RoadMap (PRM) [76]. We note that all the methods mentioned
above rely on a Gaussian belief assumption. Additionally, the aforementioned meth-
ods assume that the data associations between observations and information sources
(e.g., landmarks) are known and unambiguous.
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Another class of methods is the trajectory optimization approach which can be
implanted in a Receding Horizon Control (RHC) framework for planning. A widely
used approach in RHC-based control is to approximate the stochastic system with
a deterministic one by substituting the random variables with their most-likely val-
ues [15]. Methods such as [29, 117, 58, 145], assume the most-likely values for the
unknown future observations in the planning stage.
Recent work in [115, 116] extends belief space planning to non-Gaussian beliefs
where the belief modes are not widely separated. The authors investigate a grasping
problem with a multimodal hypothesis on the gripper’s state. Their method picks
the most-likely hypothesis and a fixed number of samples from the belief distribution,
then using an RHC approach, belief space trajectories are found that maximize the
observation gap between the most-likely hypothesis and the drawn samples, which
helps to accept or reject the most-likely hypothesis. The method in [114] builds upon
the work in [115] wherein the author transposes the non-convex trajectory planning
problem in belief space to a convex problem. Among other recent works, [121]
reduces the computational complexity of planning for a non-Gaussian hypothesis
but also assumes distributions without widely separated modes.
2.1.1 Global Localization
To the extent of our knowledge, a limited number of methods approach the prob-
lem of recovering global robot pose for a mobile robot with an initial multimodal
hypothesis. The analysis in [41] showed that finding the optimal (shortest) plan to
re-localize a robot with multiple hypotheses in a deterministic setting (no sensing
or motion uncertainty) is NP-hard. At best a greedy localization strategy can be
developed whose plan length is upper bounded by a factor of the optimal plan. In
the localization strategy of [41] reference points are chosen in the environment at
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which observations may lead to disambiguation, the robot is then driven the min-
imum distance over all active hypothesis-reference point combinations to make a
perfect range-scan observation with infinite range (not available in practice). Sec-
tion 3.3 presents a discussion on differences of [41] from M3P that highlight why [41]
may not work well for a physical robot. In a symmetric environment, [107] showed
that for a robot equipped with only perfect odometery, no sequence of actions can
disambiguate a pair of symmetric configurations. In [50], the authors develop an
active localization method in a grid based scheme for a known map. Their planning
method considers arbitrary targets in the robot’s local coordinate frame as atomic
actions (e.g., move 1m right and 4m forward). The optimal candidate action is se-
lected based on the path cost and the expected decrease in entropy at the target.
Successful application of the Gaussian mixture model to multi-hypothesis tracking
for robot localization was shown in [122, 64, 124]. In [64], the authors present a
greedy heuristic-based planning strategy to disambiguate a multimodal hypothesis
for a kidnapped robot. The method of [53] plans safe trajectories by picking a point
in the vicinity of obstacles to disambiguate the hypothesis.
In Chapter 3 we propose a novel algorithm called Multi-Modal Motion Planner
(M3P) to handle global localization. Compared to [50], our target selection method-
ology is active, i.e., M3P uses the a priori map information to select targets such
that by visiting them, belief modes expect to see disambiguating information (e.g.,
seeing a unique landmark that can immediately confirm or reject a hypothesis, see
Fig. 3.2). Compared to [64, 53], we present a planning approach that explicitly
reasons about the belief evolution as a result of actions in the planning stage and
picks an optimal policy from a set of candidates. Compared to [115, 116, 114], our
method is better suited to deal with more severe cases of non-Gaussian belief space
planning such as the kidnapped robot scenario. Such scenarios may not be possible
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to address using the trajectory optimization based techniques of [114, 115] in their
current form, due to the difficulty of generating an initial feasible plan for the widely
separated modes in the presence of obstacles (see Fig. 3.1 for an example of widely
separated modes).
2.1.2 Online Replanning
The majority of planners designed to solve POMDPs are not equipped with on-
line replanning capabilities. Sampling-based methods (e.g., [119] [144], [21], [85]) and
point-based methods (e.g., [113], [86], [12], [30], [123], [134], [109]) are single query
methods, thus in case of replanning from a new belief most of the computation needs
to be redone, in particular when the planner has to switch the plan from one homo-
topy class to another. The method proposed in [87] reuses offline computations and
demonstrate online replanning in simulation, where it chooses between two heuris-
tics (with adaptive weights) to ascertain whether the planner needs to explore new
actions or exploit its knowledge.
From an experimental point of view, a few recent works have focused on applying
belief space planning to real-world robots. The authors of [129] present a planner
named Expected Shortest-Path Elastic Roadmap (ESPER) that integrates task con-
straints while generating whole body motion plans with reasoning about uncertainty
and demonstrate it in an experiment. The Elastic RoadMap [150] is a feedback mo-
tion planning method which generates reactive, task-constrained, whole body motion
for manipulation. [68] is an integrated task and motion planner in belief space, utiliz-
ing symbolic abstraction, whose performance is demonstrated on a PR2 robot tasked
with picking and placing household objects. In [20], the authors develop a motion
planning algorithm that is able to react to changes in the environment in real time
for executing learned tasks. Using a Hidden Markov Model to represent the learned
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task model and taking its cartesian product with an offline generated PRM, the plan-
ner finds plans in the spatiotemporal roadmap. During plan execution, replanning
is carried out a high frequency during which newly observed constriaints are used to
update the roadmap edges and compute updated plans.
FIRM [10] extended Probabilistic Roadmaps [75, 89] to SLAP wherein the feed-
back policy is the Dynamic Programming (DP) solution over the graph. However,
following a FIRM feedback policy requires stabilization at each FIRM node which
may make a robot inefficient. We now proceed to present results for simulation stud-
ies of rollout-based FIRM and its comparison to the original FIRM methodology
along with a local optimization-based method.
2.2 Rollout-based Extension to FIRM
We briefly present the concept of rollout-based belief space planning and discuss
simulation results which demonstrate the performance improvements made by using
the proposed method. For an in-depth description of the methodology, theoretical
analysis and experimental results, we refer the reader to a preprint version of this
work [11]. The proposed method supercedes [10], in performance, success probability,
and ability to cope with changing environments. It builds upon a FIRM and inherits
the desired features of the FIRM framework such as robustness, scalability, and
feedback nature of the solution. But, it also eliminates the need for belief node
stabilization in the original FIRM method, thus can be viewed as a stabilization-free
FIRM. We also present comparisons against a state-of-the-art local optimization-
based method.
2.2.1 Methodology
Once a FIRM policy [10] is computed and the robot starts following it, during each
step of policy execution, the planner checks local connections to neighboring FIRM
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nodes. It computes cost-to-connect to neighboring FIRM nodes through monte carlo
simulations. Using knowledge of the FIRM cost-to-go as the base cost, the planner
then computes the cost to reach the goal through the rollout connection. Thus, by
embedding an online local planning module in the FIRM framework, we achieve a lo-
cally optimal tradeoff between stabilization to a node (i.e., exploring the information
space to reach the exact belief node) and moving forward towards goal (exploiting
the gradient of local cost function), while the global optimality on the graph is still
guaranteed by solving dynamic programming. As a result of this optimal tradeoff,
interesting behaviors emerge out of the algorithm without encoding any heuristic.
For example, consider a case when the desired cost is to “reach a goal while mini-
mizing the probability of colliding with obstacles”. In that case, in the open areas
where there are no narrow passages, the system bypasses the belief node stabiliza-
tions. It speeds up and does not waste time gathering information and reducing its
uncertainty as there is not much benefit in doing so in obstacle-free regions. How-
ever, once it faces with obstacles or narrow enough passages, it automatically decides
to perform stabilization (partially) until the uncertainty is shrunk enough to safely
traverse the narrow passage. Fig. 2.1, shows this phenomenon pictorially.
2.2.2 Results
We proceed to present results on comparison of Rollout-based planning with the
standard FIRM algorithm, followed by comparisons against an existing state-of-the-
art optimization-based motion planning method.
2.2.2.1 Comparison with FIRM
50 Monte Carlo simulations were carried out for a 2D navigation problem with
the standard FIRM algorithm and with the proposed rollout-based method in belief
space. The environment in Fig. 2.2(a) represents a 2D office space with obstacles
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(a) A simple scenario with a
FIRM roadmap, robot and
environment as depicted.
(b) The rollout policy is com-
puted periodically. Four can-
didate edges are compared
(three of them are shown in
dashed line and the last one is
the rest of the current edge.)
(c) In clutter-free regions,
rollout takes a shorter route
(edge 3), increasing perfor-
mance and speed while loos-
ing certainty (i.e., skipping
node stabilization).
(d) While completing edge 3,
the new rollout further cuts
down task execution time by
taking shorter route through
a newly computed rollout
edge 2.
(e) The robot is approach-
ing the cluttered region. As
needed the planner will slow
the robot down to trade per-
formance with certainty.
(f) Stabilization reduces lo-
calization uncertainty (covari-
ance shrinks), thus guarantee-
ing high success probability.
(g) Stabilization occurs again
as robot is still passing
through the narrow passage.
(h) New rollout connections
allow bypassing stabilization.
(i) The robot approaching the
goal.
Figure 2.1: A representational scenario depicting how rollout-based FIRM achieves
higher performance compared to the standard FIRM algorithm while guaranteeing
robustness. The 9 scenes depict different stages of task execution as the robot moves
from the start to goal location.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) The simulation environment. The black diamonds depict the land-
marks, the grey polygons are the obstacles and the white space represents the free
space. The locations of interest that the robot is tasked to visit are marked by red
crosses. The two narrow passages P1 and P2 are marked, these represent regions
of high collision probability (risky) due to the small clearance. (b) The underlying
FIRM roadmap, the grey lines depict edges and the cyan disks are the nodes, the
dashed ellipses represent the stationary covariance of the FIRM nodes.
and beacons placed in it. The robot is represented by a circular disk of radius
1m. There are two narrow passages P1 and P2 which represent paths or edges of
low transition probability/high collision probability. The narrow passages are 1.25m
wide thus offering a very small clearance for the robot to pass through. The robot is
placed at starting location ‘A’ and tasked to visit 4 different locations in a sequential
manner, these are marked as B, C, D and E in the environment. Thus, we split the
task into 4 sequential phases: 1) A→ B, 2) B → C, 3) C → D, and 4) D → E.
Rollout-based FIRM brings a level intelligence to this process of node stabiliza-
tion. Rollout performs stabilization as and when required and bypasses it when
possible. Thus, by bypassing the stabilization when not required, rollout allows the
robot complete the task faster as well as with less execution cost. We now proceed
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(a) The robot checks new
connections with neighbors
(red). The MLP under the
nominal FIRM feedback is in
yellow.
(b) Rollout guides the robot
away from the MLP to
a shorter and faster path
(green). The new path is in
a different homotopy class.
(c) Robot approaches narrow
passage P2 through a more
direct path as compared to
the MLP.
(d) The robot stabilizes at a
few FIRM nodes while pass-
ing through the narrow pas-
sage.
(e) The robot approaches
goal location B.
(f) The rollout path (green)
is both shorter (geometri-
cally) and faster (velocity-
wise) than the MLP path un-
der FIRM.
Figure 2.3: Segment 1 with rollout: Starting at A and going to B.
(a) Segment 3 (C → D). (b) Segment 4 (D → E).
Figure 2.4: Asymmetric costs and random execution noises.
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to discuss each aspect of the comparison in detail.
Cost of Execution: We recorded the amount of localization uncertainty (trace
of covariance) along the robot’s path. Figure 2.5(a) shows the cumulative version of
this cost on 50 runs for the same task using rollout-based planner and with standard
FIRM. We note that the cost for rollout based policy rises slower than the cost for
FIRM, and as the planning horizon increases, rollout offers increasing returns in
performance.
Selective stabilization: Node stabilization makes FIRM robust and scalable
while maintaining the optimal sub-structure property on the graph (all the edges are
independent of each other). Although stabilization allows FIRM to provide certain
guarantees, it adds stabilization time and cost at each node to the time and cost
of the mission. The rollout-based planner brings a higher level of intelligence to
the process of node stabilization. Rollout performs stabilization when required and
bypasses it when possible. Bypassing the stabilization allows the robot to complete
the task faster and with less cost. Fig.2.5(b) shows the number of nodes the robot
has stabilized to on 50 different runs. In this example, the robot stabilizes to ∼ 45
nodes under FIRM compared to ∼ 10 nodes under rollout-based planner (∼ 75%
reduction), while the difference grows as the task becomes longer.
Time of Task completion: Another quantitative measure of performance
is the time it takes for a planner to complete the task while guaranteeing a high
likelihood of success. From Fig. 2.5(a) and 2.5(b), the time taken to complete the
task with rollout is around 2500 time-steps (250 seconds) compared to 3000 time-
steps (300 seconds) for FIRM. There is ≈ 15% reduction in the time to complete
the task compared to the standard FIRM algorithm. The improvement in execution
time makes the rollout-based planner a better candidate than FIRM for time-sensitive
applications.
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Figure 2.5: Performance comparison of the original FIRM algorithm and rollout-
based planner on 50 runs. (a) Cost of execution: The execution cost for FIRM rises
faster than the cost of rollout based policy. (b) The number of belief nodes that
the robot stabilizes to, during plan execution, which is consistently lower for the
rollout-based planner.
2.2.2.2 Comparison with State-of-the-Art
We compare our proposed method with iterative local optimization-based meth-
ods. As a representative method, we select the work of [145], which is a belief space
variant of Iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian Control [140] (referred to as BSP-
iLQG, here). In BSP-iLQG, first, a tree-based approach (e.g., RRT) finds an initial
solution to guide the robot from start to goal, and then BSP-iLQG solves a local
optimization to compute the best local trajectory. In our comparisons we use a holo-
nomic 2D robot and point beacon observation model (Sec. 6.2.2 [145]) whose signal
strength decreases quadratically with distance.
The optimization in BSP-iLQG is sensitive to the initial solution computed by
RRT. In particular, the final solution is limited to the homotopy class of the initial
solution. In environments like 2.7(a), this is not an issue because the globally opti-
mal solution and the local optimal solution are the same. In this environment the
solution of BSP-iLQG and the most-likely path (MLP) of the proposed method are
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(a) The cost to complete the
task reduces as the number
of underlying graph nodes in-
creases since more options are
available. Sharp dips in
the graph correspond to cases
where adding a new node cap-
tures a new low-cost homotopy
class.
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(b) Time taken by the robot
to complete the mission. As
graph density increases robot
finds more nodes to connect
to during rollout and thus can
take more shortcuts which re-
duces its total driving time.
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(c) The number of visited
nodes (the number of stabi-
lized) in Rollout is significantly
smaller than FIRM.
Figure 2.6: The effect of increasing FIRM graph density on the Rollout solution
behavior. The neighborhood connection strategy used to generate the graph connects
each node to all nodes within radius R (R = 5 in these simulations). As the number
of nodes in the graph crosses 350, a new connection is found through narrow passage
2 this leads sharp changes in the trends.
similar. However, in environments with more complex information distribution or
with multiple homotopy classes (i.e., with multiple local minima), the sensitivity to
the initial solution might degrade the performance. Fig. 2.7 shows one such example
from 50 Monte Carlo runs. The initial RRT as shown in Fig. 2.7(b) computes a
path that takes the robot towards the goal diagonally, whereas the optimal solution
is quite different since the beacons are in the upper left corner of the environment.
The proposed rollout-based method does not require an initial solution, and will
be able to find the optimal homotopy spanned by the underlying graph. This key
difference is shown in Fig. 2.7(c). In addition, it can update the homotopy class dur-
ing the execution based on potential deviations from the nominal homotopy class. In
addition to the solution quality, the replanning time in optimization-based methods
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(a) Simple environment with
a single local/global mini-
mum. The locally optimized
solution (red) and path under
Rollout (green).
(b) The RRT-based initial guess
for local optimization-based meth-
ods.
(c) The locally optimized so-
lution (red) and path under
Rollout (green).
Figure 2.7: Comparison of Rollout vs local optimization-based methods. (a) A sim-
ple environment with one local/global minimum. In this environment, the solution
of the local optimizer is the same as the global solution. (b) Local optimization-
based methods require an initial solution. BSP-iLQG uses an RRT to find an initial
solution. The red trajectory is an initial guess generated by RRT for the forest
environment. The magenta circles depict the obstacles. (c) The final solution com-
puted by BSP-iLQG (red) is restricted to a single homotopy class of solutions (local
minima) whereas the Rollout-based plan (green) guides the robot closer to beacons,
which is more informative by exploiting the global feedback under FIRM. The yellow
spots are beacons whose signal strength declines quadratically as distance to a bea-
con increases. Thus farther the robot is from the yellow spots in the top-left corner,
the less accurate its sensor measurements.
grows with the problem horizon. For example, in BSP-iLQG, the complexity of the
optimization algorithm is in the order of O(RRT ∗)+O(NlNi), where O(RRT ∗) refers
to the complexity of the deterministic-based motion planning algorithm (e.g., RRT*)
to create an initial solution and O(NlNi) refers to the complexity of optimization.
Nl is the trajectory length and Ni is the number of iterations for the optimization
to converge.
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2.3 Discussion
A significant body of work exists on the problem of SLAP, however real-time
online replanning has remained a challenging problem. This can be attributed to the
fact that solutions of most methods depend on the initial belief, thus deviations from
the local plan may necessitate re-computation of the entire solution which may not
be feasible online. FIRM [10] was one of the first approaches to develop a belief space
PRM that preserves the optimal substructure property on the graph. However FIRM
suffered during online execution of the plan due to requirement of stabilization at each
FIRM node in the FIRM policy. In Section 2.2 we described an extension to FIRM
[10] that overcomes some of the shortcomings of FIRM for real-time replanning using
a roll-out based approach. The proposed algorithm is able to switch between different
homotopy classes of trajectories in real-time. It also bypasses the belief stabilization
process of the state-of-the-art FIRM framework. By re-using the costs and transition
probabilities computed in the offline construction phase of FIRM, the method is able
to enable SLAP, via online replanning, in the presence of changes in the environment
and large deviations in the robot’s pose. Via extensive simulations we demonstrated
performance gains when using the rollout-based belief planner. Such replanning is an
important ability for practical systems where stochasticity in the system’s dynamics
and measurements can often result in failure. Comparisons with a state-of-the-art
optimization based method showed that where optimization-based methods may get
restricted to a local minima due to the initial guess, our approach is able to exploit
the global feedback from FIRM to compute informative paths as it is independent
of an initial guess. This is an important advantage in problems where solutions can
belong to more than one homotopy class. The proposed SLAP solution takes an
important step towards bringing belief space planners to physical applications and
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advances long-term autonomy for mobile robots.
A majority of belief space methods have relied on a Gaussian representation for
the robot’s belief. Methods that have studied the problem of motion planning for
non-Gaussian beliefs have assumed belief modes that are not widely separated in
configuration space. While these methods may work well in most scenarios they are
unable to deal with situations where ambiguity in data association leads to widely
separated belief modes, e.g., symmetric environments. In the next chapter, we pro-
ceed to describe our novel approach to motion planning for disambiguating widely
separated beliefs in the presence of data association ambiguity.
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3. MOTION PLANNING FOR ACTIVE DATA ASSOCIATION AND
LOCALIZATION IN NON-GAUSSIAN BELIEF SPACES
In practical mobile robot motion planning problems, situations may arise where
data association between what is observed and the robot’s map leads to a multimodal
hypothesis on the state, for example a kidnapped robot with no a priori information
or a mobile robot operating in a symmetric environment (see Fig. 3.1). Figure
3.1 depicts a problem wherein belief (the probability distribution over all possible
robot states) modes are widely separated in an environment with symmetry. In such
cases if a robot begins with an equal likelihood on all hypothesis, it is difficult to
ascertain the true hypothesis as local sensing may result in identical information for
all belief modes. Thus in practice a robot often has to seek information that helps
to disambiguate its belief.1
Simply relying on randomized actions to correctly recover robot pose is known
to be unreliable and inefficient in practice [50]. Further, existing methods to disam-
biguate multimodal hypothesis [50, 64, 53] rely on heuristics-based strategies (e.g.,
picking random targets, wall following etc.) to seek disambiguating information. As
opposed to [50, 64, 53], our approach disambiguates, i.e., rejects incorrect hypothesis
in a multimodal belief by actively seeking maximally disambiguating information in
the map for each mode, and recovers the robot pose with a higher certainty threshold
than current state-of-the-art.
Our Multi-Modal Motion Planner (M3P) achieves disambiguation in a multi-
modal belief by first finding a neighboring location (referred to as target state) for
each belief mode and then creating a candidate action to guide the belief mode
1Parts of this material were previously published in [125].
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to its target state such that these actions lead to information gathering behavior.
The target states are chosen such that different modes of the robot’s belief are ex-
pected to observe distinctive information at the target locations, thus accepting or
rejecting hypotheses in the belief. We represent a multimodal hypothesis with a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and use an Extended Kalman filter (EKF) based
Multi-Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) approach to propagate the belief [122, 64, 124].
The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows; (i) we de-
velop a novel method for picking target states and creating candidate trajectories
for a multimodal belief, our method then chooses a candidate trajectory such that
maximum disambiguating information is observed which helps in rejecting incorrect
hypotheses, (ii) we prove that under certain realistic assumptions, through a process
of iterative hypothesis elimination, our method can localize to the true robot pose,
(iii) we demonstrate an application in which a kidnapped ground robot is tasked to
recover its pose.
Figure 3.1: A scenario depicting a multi-
hypothesis localization problem with widely sepa-
rated modes in a world with 4 rooms with identical
doors. The true hypothesis is depicted by the solid
black disk, whereas others are depicted by dashed
circles. As the robot cannot distinguish between
the doors, all hypotheses are equally likely.
We motivate this chapter with the kidnapped robot scenario since it is one of the
hardest localization problems and measures the ability of an algorithm to recover
from global localization failures [137]. However, the method proposed is general
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and can be extended to any planning situation where a multimodal belief arises in
the robot state due to ambiguous data associations (a common practical issue in
robot localization [137]). In Section 3.1 we state some preliminaries followed by the
problem description. In Section 3.2 we present our method followed by experimental
results in Section 3.3.
3.1 Preliminaries and Problem
Let C be the configuration space and Cfree ⊂ C be the set of collision free
configurations. Let xk ∈ X, uk ∈ U, and zk ∈ Z represent the system state, control
input, and observation at time step k respectively. X, U, and Z denote the state,
control, and observation spaces respectively. It should be noted that in our work, the
state xk refers to the state of the mobile robot, i.e., we do not model the environment
and obstacles in it as part of the state. The non-linear state evolution model f and
measurement model h are denoted as xk+1 = f(xk, uk, wk) and zk = h(xk, vk), where
wk ∼ N (0, Qk) and vk ∼ N (0, Rk) are zero-mean Gaussian process and measurement
noise, respectively. The belief bk at time tk can be represented by a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) as a weighted linear summation over Gaussian densities. Let wi,k,
µi,k and Σi,k be the weight, mean vector, and covariance matrix associated to the i
th
Gaussian mi,k respectively at time tk, then bk =
∑Mk
i=1wi,kmi,k, mi,k ∼ N (µi,k,Σi,k),
where Mk is the number of modes at time tk. We state our problem as follows:
Given an a priori map, system dynamics and observation models, construct a
belief space planner G(bk) such that under the planner G, given an initial multimodal
belief b0, the sequence of future observations allow a robot to localize about its true
pose.
Note that there may be degenerate cases, where the map may not allow actions
that lead to hypothesis elimination such that the belief converges to a unimodal
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distribution (e.g., in a map with two identical closed rooms, if a robot is kidnapped
and placed in either room, it cannot distinguish which room it is in). In such cases,
M3P attempts to minimize the number of modes Mk (by design), but it is not possible
to pre-compute what this minimum value of Mk is without explicit knowledge of the
true hypothesis [41] in a multimodal belief.
3.2 Methodology
We begin by defining certain key concepts used in the M3P planner.
Uniqueness Graph: A graph Ug, whose nodes are states sampled from the col-
lision free space Cfree and whose edges relate the similarity of information observed
at the sampled locations.
Target State: A target state vtti ∈ Ug for mode mi is a node of the uniqueness
graph which belongs to some neighborhood of radius R of the mode’s mean µi such
that if each mode were to visit its target, the observations at the target would lead
to disambiguation in the belief.
Candidate Policy : A candidate policy pii for mode mi is a local feedback controller
that guides the mode to its target vtti .
The M3P methodology has two phases, an offline phase in which we generate Ug
and an online phase in which we use the offline computations and plan in a receding
horizon manner to disambiguate the belief.
3.2.1 Computing the Uniqueness Graph: Offline Phase
The uniqueness graph Ug is constructed by uniformly sampling the configuration
space and adding these samples as nodes of Ug. Once a node is added, we simulate
the observation for the state represented by that node. Let vα be one such node
and zvα be the observation if the robot were to be in state vα. We add an edge
Eαβ (undirected) between two nodes vα and vβ if the simulated observations at both
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(a) Candidate A leads to negative infor-
mation for the mode in lower left corner.
It expects to see the distinctive land-
mark which robot doesn’t observe, and
is thus rejected.
(b) Candidate B leads the true hypoth-
esis to be confirmed as the robot sees
the distinctive landmark.
Figure 3.2: Extending the example in Fig. 3.1, we depict 2 candidate trajectories;
candidates A & B and the effect of their execution. Candidate A leads to one
disambiguation and candidate B results in complete disambiguation. Candidate B
is a better choice, however the difficulty of picking B lies in the fact that robot does
not know its true hypothesis a priori.
nodes are similar. Further, the edges are weighted and the weight is dependent on
the similarity in information observed, i.e., for edge Eαβ the weight ωαβ = τ(z
vα , zvβ)
where τ : Z × Z → R computes a measure of similarity between two observations.
Note that the form of τ is general and can be changed to suit the problem domain
(perception model). Figure 3.3 explains this concept visually for a landmark based
observation model, where each landmark has some discrete signature (identifier)
that a robot can detect. In Fig. 3.3 state vα observes z
vα with signatures szvα =
{s1, s2, s3}, i.e., the landmarks with signature s1, s2 and s3 and at vβ observes szvβ =
{s1, s2, s4}, the edge weight ωαβ for edge Eαβ is ωαβ = τ(zvα , zvβ) = |szvα ∩ szvβ | =
|{s1, s2}| = 2. A higher edge weight signifies that the states represented by the
vertices of that edge are more likely to observe similar information. The lack of an
edge between two nodes means that if a robot were to make an observation at those
two states, it would see distinctly different information.
The complexity for the construction of Ug is O(n2) (where n is the number of
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Figure 3.3: Simple example of a uniquness
graph with 3 nodes {vα, vβ, vγ} and 2 edges
{Eαβ, Eβγ}. The nodes vα and vγ do not
see any similar landmark hence there is
no edge between them. Here τ(zvi , zvj) =
|szvi ∩ szvj | for i, j ∈ {α, β, γ}.
samples) as each sample (node) is checked with every other for information overlap.
Due to its random nature, sampling may often occur in regions of low information
density (e.g., regions where there are few or no landmarks). One can often circumvent
this issue by increasing the number of samples. As Ug is computed offline, the online
performance is not significantly affected. Recent work in [112] suggests a localization
aware sampling strategy which may be explored in future work.
3.2.2 RHC based Planning: Online Phase
In a multimodal scenario, we claim that the best action to take is one that guides
a robot without collision through a path that results in information gain such that a
disambiguation occurs (one or more hypotheses are rejected, see Fig. 3.2). Algorithm
1 describes the online planning process. In step 3, the planner picks target states
for each belief mode such that visiting a target can either prove or disprove the
hypothesis. In step 4, the planner generates a set of candidate policies to drive
each mode to its target. In step 5, the expected information gain for each policy is
computed and we pick the best one, and in step 7, the multimodal belief is propagated
according to the action and observations. We proceed to describe steps 3, 4, 5 and
7 of Algorithm 1 below.
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Algorithm 1: M3P: MultiModal Motion Planner
1 Input: b
2 while b 6= N (µ,Σ) do
3 {vtt} ← Pick target states for belief modes (see Alg. 2);
4 Π← Generate candidate policies to connect each mode to its target;
5 pi∗ ← Pick optimal policy from Π;
6 forall u ∈ pi∗ do
7 b← Apply action u and update belief (see Alg. 3 for weight update
calculation);
8 if Change in number of modes or Expect a belief mode to violate
constraints then
9 break;
10 return b;
3.2.2.1 Picking the target state for a mode
Algorithm 2 describes in detail the steps involved to pick a target state for a belief
mode. Let us pick a mode mi,k ∼ N (µi,k,Σi,k) from the belief. To find the target
vtti,k for mi,k, we first choose the set of nodes Ni,k ∈ Ug (Section 3.2.1) which belong
to the neighborhood of the mean µi,k at time tk (steps 3 and 4, Alg. 2). Then, we
find the target node vtti,k ∈ Ni,k which observes information that is least similar in
appearance to that observed by nodes in the neighborhoods Nj,k of all other modes
mj,k where j 6= i. To do this, after computing Ni,k, we calculate the total weight of
the outgoing edges from every node vi,k ∈ Ni,k to nodes in all other neighborhoods
Nj,k where j 6= i (steps 7-13, Alg. 2). The node which has the smallest outgoing edge
weight (steps 14-16, Alg. 2), is the target candidate vtti,k for mi,k as the observation
zv
tt
i,k would be least similar to the information observed in the neighborhood of all
other modes mj where j 6= i.
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Algorithm 2: Finding the target for i-th mode
1 Input: bk, i , Ug
2 Output: vtti,k
3 forall l ∈ [1,Mk] do
4 Nl,k ← Find neighborhood nodes for µl,k in Ug;
5 minWeight← Arbitrarily large value;
6 vtti,k ← −1;
7 forall v ∈ Ni,k do
8 w ← 0;
9 for Nj,k ∈ {N1,k, . . . , NMk,k} \Ni,k do
10 forall e ∈ Edges connected to v do
11 forall p ∈ Nj,k do
12 if p is a target of edge e then
13 w ← w + edgeWeight(e);
14 if w < minWeight then
15 minWeight← w;
16 vtti,k ← v;
17 return vtti,k;
3.2.2.2 Generating candidate policies for belief modes
Once the targets corresponding to each mode have been picked, we need to find
the control action that can take a mode from its current state to the target state.
We generate the candidate trajectory that takes each mode to its target using the
RRT* planner [73]. Once an open loop trajectory is computed, we generate a local
policy pii (feedback controller) for the i-th mode, which drives the i-th mode along
this trajectory. Let Π be the set of all such policies for the different modes.
3.2.2.3 Picking the Optimal Policy
After generating the set Π of candidate policies, we evaluate the expected infor-
mation gain ∆Ii for each policy pii and pick the optimal policy pi
∗ that maximizes
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this information gain. We model this information gain as the discrete change in the
number of modes. To compute the expected change in the number of belief modes,
we simulate the most-likely belief trajectory, i.e., approximating noisy observations
and actions with their most-likely values [15, 29, 117, 58]. The steps to calculate the
expected information gain for a candidate policy pii ∈ Π are as follows:
1. For every belief mode mj,k ∈ bk.
(a) Assume that robot is at mj,k.
(b) Simulate pii and propagate all the modes.
(c) Compute information gain ∆Ii,mj,k for pii.
2. Compute the weighted information gain ∆Ii =
∑Mk
j=1wj,k∆Ii,mj,k .
After computing the expected information gain for each policy, we pick the gain
maximizing policy. The computational complexity of this step is O(M3kLmax) (where
Mk is the number of belief modes and Lmax is the maximum candidate trajectory
length). This is due to the fact that each policy is simulated for each mode for the
length of policy, where at every step of policy execution, there are Mk filter updates.
3.2.2.4 Belief Propagation Using GMM
We first discuss our decision to use EKF based MHT over a particle filtering
approach. In practical localization problems, a relatively small number of Gaussian
hypotheses are sufficient for maintaining the posterior over the robot state, secondly
the filtering complexity grows linearly in the number of hypotheses and finally due to
the computational complexity of picking the optimal policy (see previous section), the
number of samples required for a particle filter would make re-planning significantly
harder.
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Now, we proceed to describe the belief update step which propagates each mode’s
mean and covariance and determines how likely each mode is in the belief. The
mean and covariance of each belief mode is updated with its own Kalman filter,
i.e., a parallel bank of Kalman filters is used. Each filter undergoes an identical
prediction update and the measurement update is a function of the data association
between robot’s observation and most-likely observation for belief mode. Note that
during belief propagation our estimate remains conservative in that covariance is not
truncated when passing through obstacles. In this regard [111] provides a direction
for future enhancements; the method of [111] truncates estimation covariance by first
applying an affine transformation to the 2D Gaussian and then truncating the 1D
distribution according to given linear inequality constraints. The weights wi,k’s are
updated based on the measurement likelihood function as
wi,k+1 = wi,ke
− 1
2
D2i,k+1 , (3.1)
where Di,k+1 is the Mahalanobis distance between the sensor observation and most-
likely observation for mode mi such that
D2i,k+1 = (zk+1 − h(µi,k+1, 0))TR−1k (zk+1 − h(µi,k+1, 0)). (3.2)
The weights are normalized such that
∑Mk
i=1wi,k+1 = 1.
A known issue with EKF-based MHT is that a naive implementation is unable
to process negative information [137]. Negative information refers to the lack of
information which one may expect to see and can certainly help in disproving a
hypothesis (see Fig. 3.2(a)). We now proceed to describe how negative information
is factored into the weight update.
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Factoring Negative Information: Depending on the state of the robot, individual
hypotheses and data association results, we might have several cases. We discuss this
issue in the context of a landmark based measurement model. At time tk+1, let nzk+1
be the number of landmarks observed by the robot and nzpi,k+1 be the number of
landmarks that we predict to see for mi where z
p
i,k+1 = h(µi,k+1, 0) is the predicted
observation. Then nzk+1 = nzpi,k+1 means that the i-th mode expected to see as many
landmarks as the robot observed; nzk+1 > nzpi,k+1 implies the robot observes more
landmarks than predicted for the mode; nzk+1 < nzpi,k+1 implies the robot observes
less landmarks than predicted for the mode. Also, we can have the number of data
associations to be less than the number of predicted or measured observations or
both. This means that we may not be able to make a unique association between
each predicted and observed landmark. At time tk+1, we estimate the Mahalanobis
distance Di,k+1 (Eq. 3.2) for mode mi between the predicted and observed landmarks
that are matched by the data association module and update weight according to
Eq. 3.1. Then we multiply the updated weight by a factor γ, which models the
effect of duration βi,k+1 for which the robot observes different landmarks than the
i-th mode’s prediction; and the discrepancy α in the number of data associations.
When a belief mode is initialized, we set βi,0 = 0. The weight update procedure is
described in Algorithm 3. After each weight update step, we remove modes with
negligible contribution to the belief, i.e., when wi,k+1 ≤ δw where δw is user defined.
3.2.3 Analysis
In this section, we show that under certain assumptions on the structure of the
environment, the receding horizon planner M3P can guarantee that an initial multi-
modal belief is driven into a unimodal belief in finite time. We now proceed to state
our assumptions.
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Algorithm 3: GMM Weight Update
1 Input: wi,k, µi,k+1, βi,k, δt
2 Output: wi,k+1, βi,k+1
3 zk+1, nzk+1 ← Get sensor observations;
4 zpi,k+1, nzpi,k+1 ← Get predicted observations for µi,k+1;
5 nzk+1∩zpi,k+1 ← Do data association;
6 w′i,k+1 ← Update and normalize weight according to likelihood function;
7 γ ← 1;
8 if nzpi,k+1 6= nzk+1 or nzpi,k+1 6= nzk+1∩zpi,k+1 then
9 α← max(1 + nzk+1 − nzk+1∩zpi,k+1 , 1 + nzpi,k+1 − nzk+1∩zpi,k+1);
10 βi,k+1 ← βi,k + δt;
11 γ ← e−αβi,k+110−4 ;
12 else
13 βi,k+1 ← 0;
14 wi,k+1 ← w′i,k+1γ;
15 return wi,k+1, βi,k+1;
Assumption 1 For every mode mi, the environment allows for the existence of
some target state vtti and some homotopy class of paths through which the robot can
visit vtti if the robot is actually at mode mi.
Assumption 2 If the robot is actually at mode mi, and its associated target state
is vtti , let Br(v
tt
i ) to be a neighborhood of radius r > 0 centered at the target v
tt
i such
that if robot state x ∈ Br(vtti ) (robot in vicinity of target), exteroceptive observations
can confirm that mi is the true hypothesis.
Due to the uncertain nature of the actuation and sensing process, the existence of
a path to visit a target location does not guarantee that a robot can drive its belief
along this path or that on reaching neighborhood Br(v
tt
i ), localization uncertainty
will be sufficiently low so as to make a disambiguating data association. Let the
true belief be mode mi. Let F ⊂ C \ Cfree be the set of failure states, and let L be
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the finite stopping time for policy pii defined as the time at which collision occurs
or the belief mean µi reaches the neighborhood Br(v
tt
i ). Denote P
pii(xL ∈ F |mi) as
the probability that policy pii drives the underlying state x into a collision given the
initial belief is mi.
Assumption 3 Given Assumption 1, let mode mi ∼ N (µi,Σi), with ||Σi|| < P¯ <∞
(initial covariance is bounded) be the true hypothesis. We assume that under the
feedback policy pii, the failure probability P
pii(xL ∈ F |mi) is sufficiently low such that
we can drive the robot state x into the neighborhood Br(v
tt
i ) with a high probability∫
Br(vtti )
ppii(xL|mi,¬F )dx > 1− δ for any δ > 0 where ppii(xL|mi,¬F ) is the terminal
pdf on the state under policy pii when the robot does not collide.
Assumption 4 The environment (world) in which the robot operates is static.
Proposition 1 Under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4, given any initial multimodal belief
b0 =
∑
iwi,0mi,0, the receding horizon planner M3P drives the belief process into a
unimodal belief bT = mT ≈ N (µT ,ΣT ) in some finite time T .
Proof 1 Given an initial belief b0, let pii∗, i.e., candidate policy for mode mi∗, be
the one that results in most information gain as required by M3P. We have only
two possibilities; (i) Case 1: Mode mi∗ is the true hypothesis, or (ii) Case 2: Mode
mi∗ is not the true hypothesis. If case 1 is true, due to Assumptions 1, 2 and 3,
M3P can confirm that mi∗ is the true hypothesis by visiting the target location and
rejecting all other hypotheses in the process (see Fig. 3.2(b)). If case 2 is true
then the robot is at some other mode mj where j 6= i∗. In case 2, as policy pii∗ is
executed, two situations can arise, either (i) pii∗ is executed fully in which case mi∗
will expect to see distinctive information at its target location which the robot will not
observe, leading to a disambiguation immediately due to negative information (see
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Fig. 3.2(a)) or (ii) the policy pii∗ becomes unfeasible at some point of its execution
in which case we immediately know that the robot is not at mode i∗ since we know
that the map did not change during the execution of pii∗ (Assumption 4) and thus,
there is a disambiguation whereby mode i∗ is discarded. Thus we see that either pii∗
confirms the true hypothesis or the number of modes is reduced by at least one. After
this disambiguation, we restart the process as before and we are assured that at least
one of the modes is going to be disambiguated and so on. Thus, it follows given that
we had a finite number of modes to start with, the belief eventually converges to a
unimodal belief. Further, since each of the disambiguation epochs takes finite time,
a finite number of such epochs also takes a finite time, thereby proving the result.
Remarks: The above result shows that the M3P algorithm will stabilize the belief
process to a unimodal belief under Assumptions 1, 2, 3 and 4. In the case that
Assumption 1 is violated we are either (i) unable to find a target which allows the
robot to observe distinctive information (e.g., trivial case of a robot operating in a
world with identical infinite corridors) or (ii) we may find such a target but the envi-
ronment geometry does not allow for any path to visit it (e.g., robot stuck in one of
many identical rooms and the doors are closed). These violations refer to degenerate
cases that rarely occur in practical motion planning problems. Assumptions 2 and 3
can be violated when all candidate trajectories pass through regions lacking enough
information, either because the region is unknown or featureless. In such a case
the localization uncertainty on each mode may grow so high that we cannot make
data associations at the target location to disambiguate the multimodal belief. Thus
these two assumptions imply that the known map has enough information sources
(see Fig. 3.4). Handling the issue of maps that are either unknown, partially known
or sparse in information sources is beyond the scope of this paper and presents an
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Evolution of the true belief mode in environments with and without
sufficient information. (a) No landmarks present along the candidate trajectory,
leading to high uncertainty at the end. The belief mode has diverged from the
robot pose and it is no more possible to make an accurate data association for the
landmarks at the target. (b) Sufficient information along the candidate trajectory
leads the belief mode to be well localized at the end, allowing unambiguous data
association for the landmarks at the target.
important direction for future research. Assumption 4 (static world) is common in
localization literature, though it may be violated in certain scenarios. In such cases,
if the map is not changing rapidly, one may use sensory observations to incorporate
new constraints into the map and trigger replanning.
3.3 Experimental Results
We present experimental results for two motion planning scenarios wherein the
robot is placed randomly at a location in an environment which is identical to other
locations in appearance2. Thus the initial belief is multimodal, the goal of the exper-
iment is to use the non-Gaussian planner M3P described in Section 3.2 to localize the
robot pose. We first describe the system setup to motivate the experiment followed
by the results.
2In the interest of space we only present one experiment here; a supplementary video [6] is
provided that clearly depicts every stage of both our experiments.
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3.3.1 System Description
We used a low-cost Arduino based differential drive robot equipped with an
Odroid U3 computer running ROS on Ubuntu 14.04 and an off-the-shelf Logitech
C-310 webcam for sensing. The onboard computer uses a wifi link to communi-
cate with the ground control station (laptop running ROS on Ubuntu 14.04). The
ground station runs the planner and image processing algorithms while communi-
cating with the robot via wifi. The kinematics of the robot are represented by a
standard unicycle motion model. The observation model is a vision-based range
bearing sensor augmented with appearance information (see [137] Sec. 6.6.2) such
that zk = h(xk, vk) = [(r1, φ1, s1)
T , (r2, φ2, s2)
T , . . . ] where rl, φl, sl are the range,
bearing and signature for the l-th observed landmark. The signature is an inte-
ger value and identical landmarks have the same signature. For this observation
model, the function τ (compute information overlap between two observations, see
Sec. 3.2.1) is identical to that described in Fig. 3.3. In the real world, landmark
appearances may change due to environmental conditions (e.g., lighting), perspec-
tive etc., which may adversely affect detection, such issues require more complex
perception models and map representations which are outside the scope of this work.
Figure 3.5: Environment with 8 rooms marked
R1-R8 and belief at the start of first run. Robot
is placed in room R7 (blue disk), initial sampling
leads to 8 belief modes, one in each room. The
black diamonds mark the locations of augmented
reality markers in the environment. Unique land-
marks are placed inside the narrow passage, such
that if robot enters the passage from either side,
it sees distinctive information.
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(a) The planner visualization show-
ing the candidate trajectories (green).
The top right image shows the view
from the onboard camera, with the
detected marker information overlaid.
The bottom-right image shows the top-
view of the maze in which the robot is
run.
(b) Robot observes landmark ID
55 on the door of the opposite
room causing the weights of modes
m1,m3,m4,m5,m6,m8 to gradually
decrease which leads to these modes
being removed from the belief.
(c) Robot has exited the room and looks
at the outside wall of the narrow pas-
sage. Modes m2 and m7 are symmetri-
cally located due to information in the
map observed by the robot.
(d) Belief mode has converged to the
the true belief as the robot enters the
narrow passage and observes the unique
landmark (ID 39).
Figure 3.6: Snapshots of first run of the experiment at different times.
3.3.2 Scenario
We constructed a symmetrical maze that has 8 identical rooms (R1-8) as shown
in Fig. 3.5. Augmented reality (AR) markers were placed on the walls which act as
the landmarks detected by the vision-based sensing system of the robot [52]. When
the robot sees a landmark, it can detect the range, bearing as well as its signature.
To create ambiguity in the data association, we placed multiple AR markers with
the same signature in different parts of the environment. For example, one of the
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symmetries in our experiment is the inside of each room. Each room in the maze
appears identical to the robot as markers with the same appearance are placed on
each room’s walls with an identical layout. Thus, if the robot is placed in a location
with markers similar to another part of the environment, the data associations lead
the robot to believe it could be in one of these many locations, which leads to a
multimodal belief on the state. We also place four unique markers in a narrow
passage in the center of maze as marked in Fig. 3.5. To successfully localize, the
robot must visit this location in order to converge to its true belief.
The robot is initially placed in room R7 and not given any prior information
about its state. To estimate initial belief b0, we discretize the 2D environment with
a grid cell size of 0.04m and at each grid point place four hypothesis separated
in orientation by 90◦ starting at 0◦. The initial covariance for each hypothesis is
Σ0 = diag([0.04, 0.04, 0.04]). For our maze with dimensions 4.56m×3.81m, it results
in 42408 initial hypothesis wherein only collision-free states are preserved and the
rest are discarded. While the initial number of hypothesis appears to be large,
it is important to have sufficient number of hypothesis in order to guarantee that
at least one hypothesis’ pdf sufficiently captures true robot state. After this, the
robot remains stationary and the sensory measurements are used to update the belief
state and remove the unlikely modes with weight w ≤ δw = 0.01. This process of
elimination continues until we converge to a fixed number of modes. Figure 3.5 shows
the initial belief. The robot plans its first set of candidate actions as shown in Fig.
3.6(a). After the candidates are evaluated, the policy based on mode m5 in room R5
is chosen and executed. As the robot turns, it sees a landmark on the wall outside
the room (shown in Fig. 3.6(b)). This causes mode m4 to be deleted. Immediately,
replanning is triggered and a new set of candidate trajectories is created. In successive
steps, we see that first modes m3 and m5 are deleted and then after the next two
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replanning steps, modes m8, m1 and m6 are deleted. We notice that the robot does
not move till only the 2 most-likely modes are remaining. The reason for this is
that seeing the marker on the outside wall has the effect of successively lowering the
weights of the unlikely modes. As the mode weights fall below the threshold, they
are deleted, which triggers the replanning condition. Once the belief has converged
to the two most-likely modes m2,m7 (as expected by the symmetry) a new set of
candidate policies is created and the policy based on mode m2 is chosen. This policy
leads the modes out of the rooms, and towards the narrow passage. Figure 3.6(c)
shows both belief modes executing the policy based on mode m2. While executing
this policy, replanning is triggered as the robot exceeds maximum horizon (60 secs)
for policy execution. The final policy drives the robot into the narrow passage and
the unique landmarks are observed (Fig. 3.6(d)) which leads the belief to converge
to the robot pose.
3.3.3 Notes
Our approach results in a behavior which guides the robot to seek disambiguating
information. Candidate trajectories are regenerated every time a belief mode is
rejected or a constraint violation is foreseen and time to re-plan reduces drastically
as number of modes reduce. Thus, first few actions are the hardest which is to be
expected as we start off with a large number of hypotheses. Finally, the planner is
able to localize the robot safely.
In the method of [41], once an observation is made, the simulated robot retraces
its path to reset odometery-based estimation error; this may be inefficient in practi-
cal scenarios due to limited on-board power. Further, as opposed to [41] our robot
is not equipped with a global heading sensor. In case a global orientation sensor is
present, fewer hypothesis may be required due to the additional constraint of known
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heading. In [50], the authors showed in simulation that random motion is ineffi-
cient and generally incapable of localizing a robot within reasonable time horizons
especially in cases with symmetry (e.g., office environments with long corridors and
similar rooms). In [64] the authors consider a physical robot localized in their ex-
periments when one mode attains a weight ≥ 0.8, in contrast our approach is more
conservative in that we only consider the robot localized when a mode has weight
≥ 0.99. We can afford to be more conservative as our localization strategy actively
seeks disambiguating information using prior map knowledge as opposed to a heuris-
tic based strategy. While our experiment acts as a proof of concept, there are certain
phenomenon such as cases where the belief modes split into child modes, or dynamic
environments which were not covered and will be addressed in future work.
3.4 Discussion
We studied the problem of mobile robot motion planning for active data asso-
ciation in order to correctly localize a robot when the initial underlying belief is
multimodal (non-Gaussian). Our main contribution is a planner M3P that generates
a sequentially disambiguating policy through active data association, which leads
the belief to converge to the true hypothesis. We are able to show in practice that
the robot is able to recover from a kidnapped state and localize in environments
that present ambiguous data associations such that the underlying belief modes are
widely separated. Compared to previous works, we take a non-heuristic approach to
candidate policy generation and selection, while remaining conservative in accepting
the true hypothesis. A current limitation may be the computational cost for the
policy selection step in large maps which lead to a high number of hypotheses.
Chapters 2 and 3 investigated the problem of motion planning under uncertainty
when a map is given. However, to achieve true autonomy a robot must be able to
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build a map of its environment using its on-board sensors. In the proceeding Chapter
we discuss relevant related work in the field of SLAM followed by our contributions
to the state-of-the-art.
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4. A REVIEW OF SIMULTANEOUS LOCALIZATION AND MAPPING
SLAM has a rich body of prior work and it would be hard to do justice to
all the contributions made by researchers before us. Our objective is to provide a
broad overview of key contributions in the field of SLAM with a particular focus on
works that directly relate to the contributions in this dissertation. In the next two
sections we first survey filtering-based SLAM methods and look into methods that
leverage relative feature measurements to solve the SLAM problem. Next we review
smoothing-based SLAM methods followed by SPLAM (also sometimes referred to as
active SLAM in literature). Finally in Section 4.4 we look at the role of orientation
(heading) in SLAM as it is the key to consistently estimating map and robot belief.
4.1 Filtering-based SLAM Methods
Initial work in [133] showed that an EKF-based approach can be used to esti-
mate robot and map state jointly online. In [38] the authors analyze the convergence
properties of EKF-SLAM. In [54], using a simple 1-D analysis the authors show the
importance of observing “good” features as opposed to mapping a large number of
features. The works of [67, 28, 60, 13] analyzed the consistency of EKF-SLAM to
determine the potential drawbacks and limitations. In [67], the authors show that
even for a simple case of a stationary robot with no process noise, heading estimate
drifts and tends to become overconfident for a 2D robot. The general consensus is
that in the long-term, EKF-SLAM tends to become overconfident and the uncer-
tainty estimate does not reflect the true error. Further, it is the heading estimate
uncertainty which is a major cause of inconsistency and catastrophic failure. The
analysis of [13] showed that if periodic heading fixes are provided then small head-
ing uncertainty leads to consistent results for longer durations and stabilizing noise
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can be added to make the estimates less overconfident. In [59] the authors analyze
observability properties of EKF-SLAM and find conditions for observability to be
satisfied (i.e., only the position is observable). These conditions are then used to
solve for the optimal linearization points such that the observability and minimum
posterior error condition are both balanced, this is called Observability Constrained
EKF (OC)-EKF. Another formulation First Estimates Jacobian (FEJ)-EKF is also
discussed. In FEJ-EKF, Jacobians are calculated for the feature locations when they
are first observed. Both of these are shown to be consistent and perform much bet-
ter than standard EKF-based SLAM. FEJ-EKF has a potential drawback that if the
first estimate was corrupt, then linearization is spurious. To overcome the computa-
tional complexity of the standard EKF-SLAM algorithm an information filter-based
approach with constant time updates was developed and analyzed in [138, 46], how-
ever this approach too faces consistency issues due to the sparsification employed.
The work in [105] presents a method called Joint Compatibility Branch and Bound
(JCBB) for data association in stochastic mapping in which the full compatibility
of the history of data associations is checked with the complete data association hy-
pothesis up to the current time. Allowing reconsideration of the established pairings
permits one to go back in the past and change the data associations so as to be
consistent.
The work of [34] first demonstrated the application of filtering to monocular
camera SLAM. In [31], the authors show a filtering based approach to monocular
visual odometery that tracks a large number of features in its view with a ransac
based outlier rejection technique. Recent work in [66, 92] exploit the use of MEMS-
based inertial sensors to fuse high rate odometry data with visual feature tracking
to deliver scaled camera motion estimates, this approach is known as Visual-Inertial
Odometery (VIO).
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In [100], the authors present a particle filtering based SLAM technique that uses
Rao-Blackwell factorization. The posterior over history of data is factored into the
robot trajectory over the history and the map conditioned on the robot trajectory and
measurements. FastSLAM [100] captures the full SLAM problem (history of robot
poses and map) online. The algorithm works by maintaining a set of particles where
each particle carries its own copy of the map. Secondly, each landmark is estimated
with its own Kalman filter, thus, each particle carries a set of Kalman filters, one for
each feature. An issue of FastSLAM 1.0 is that it samples the proposal distribution
based on the control action and the updates particle weights based on observations.
Subsequently in [101], an improvement to FastSLAM is presented which uses actions
and observations to calculate the proposal distribution.
4.1.1 SLAM with Relative Feature Measurements
Several works [97, 33, 106] proposed to exploit relative feature measurements in a
filtering-based approach. In [33] the correlations between relative measurements from
common landmarks are not considered which leads to a sub-optimal estimate. In [106]
only relative distances are estimated which neglects the information provided by the
direction component of relative measurements. The method of [97] exploits the shift
and rotation invariance of map structure but cannot consistently incorporate long
range correlations and is thus unable to close loops. In comparison to aforementioned
methods [97, 33, 106] our RFM-SLAM formulation in Chapter 6 takes into account
both; correlations between relative measurements from common landmarks; and long
range correlations between relative measurements in the global frame. This allows
RFM-SLAM to form consistent estimates and close large loops. The method of
[147] exploits relative feature measurements to decouple map estimation from robot
localization in an Extended Information Filter-based formulation, while maintaining
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long range correlations. Compared to [147, 97, 33, 106] RFM-SLAM exploits relative
measurements to decouple robot orientation estimation from map and robot position.
Further RFM-SLAM does not maintain a recursive estimate over the map or robot
state, it falls into the category of methods that solve the full SLAM problem.
4.2 Smoothing-based SLAM Methods
The seminal work of [93] introduced the non-linear optimization based approach
to solving the full SLAM problem. In this formulation, robot poses are treated as
nodes in a graph and constraints as edges. Odometery acts as a weak constraint or
edge between 2 successive poses and relative range scan measurements act as a strong
edge between all poses that have observation overlap. The method of [17] introduced
a generic large-scale mapping methodology that stitches estimates of multiple local
maps of restricted size. In [139], the authors unified graph-based approaches and
extended it to feature based mapping. In [84], the authors apply large scale graph
SLAM to a UAV and incorporate prior information in the form of aerial images.
Several other works [37, 82, 48, 94] made important contributions to the original
formulation in [93].1
A common shortcoming of non-linear optimization based methods is that data has
to be processed offline to generate a globally consistent map. To counter this issue
several recent works have proposed incremental approaches that exploit the structure
of the SLAM problem. The work of [69] developed an incremental approach that
exploits sparsity of the information matrix to update only those variables that are
affected by incoming data. The work of [72], extends the method of [69] to a graph-
based incremental SLAM approach using the method of Bayes trees [71]. In [152] the
authors present a real-time lidar based odometry and mapping algorithm that breaks
1Several open source implementations can be found online [3], including G2O [88] which is a
general purpose non-linear optimization framework for SLAM and iSAM [69].
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the problem into a high rate odometery update and slow point cloud registration
and bundle adjustment problem. In [149], the authors propose to overcome the non
real-time nature of smoothing based methods through a parallel high-speed filtering
solution which runs concurrently to large scale loop closure using smoothing and
a factor graph approach [83]. The aforementioned method is an extension to [70]
which extends the Bayes tree concept to parallel filtering and smoothing. In [103]
a multi-state constraint Kalman filter is used in parallel with Bundle Adjustment
(BA) for localization.
In computer vision literature, Bundle Adjustment [57] is a common approach for
structure from motion that solves for camera and 3D feature poses across multiple
images. BA is a non-linear least squares problem for which the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [91, 96] is most popular. In [81], a Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM)
approach to monocular camera SLAM is presented. Camera pose is tracked at a
high rate using a coarse set of features and a larger set of features is mapped in
a parallel framework. A keyframe based approach is utilized and BA is used to
compute the key frame and map feature poses. PTAM demonstrated significantly
better performance and robustness than EKF-based monocular camera SLAM [34]
as it can track more features, scales better for larger environments and has the
ability to recover in case tracking is lost. Application of PTAM to vision-based
autonomous navigation for an aerial vehicle was demonstrated in [45, 126]. Recent
work of [43, 44, 27] develop a large scale visual SLAM algorithm that operates on
image intensities instead of features and uses filtering to track pose in real-time while
using BA to close large loops. In [104], the authors develop a feature-based Visual
SLAM method with greater accuracy and robustness than the direct approach of
[43]. The method of [104] decouples scene reconstruction from trajectory estimation
leading to a significant improvement while highlighting the advantages of features
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over featureless approaches in the visual SLAM domain.
The work of [74] captures the problem of connectivity in pose-graph SLAM that
affects the accuracy of estimation given pairwise measurements. A simple intuition is
that more pathways from a non-anchor node (unknown node) to anchor node (known
node) can provide a more reliable estimate. This paper presents a general method
to synthesize determinant optimal graphs wherein D-optimality is approximated by
a metric named weighted tree connectivity. The authors state that maximizing the
D-optimality criterion can be asymptotically achieved by maximizing the weighted
tree connectivity (equivalent to maximizing the weighted number of spanning trees)
through empirical results in [77].
4.3 Simultaneous Planning Localization and Mapping
In the domain of SPLAM or active SLAM, [47] demonstrated adaptive motion
and sensing for feature based-SLAM with underwater sonar data. In [90], a sliding
window of past robot poses is maintained in the filter state for mapping partially
observable features. In [35], an active approach is taken to visual feature obser-
vation by controlling camera pan-tilt. In [135] an active loop closing technique is
presented for a grid-based variant of FastSLAM wherein a robot may choose to re-
visit an older location by tracking a metric and then retraverse the path that was
previously followed when that location was visited. In [61] the advantage of multi-
step planning horizon strategies was shown as compared to one-step approaches.
The method of [131] showed a discretization based planning strategy using the A-
optimality cost criterion and demonstrate active loop closure for accurate mapping.
In [26] a comparison of uncertainty criteria for EKF-based active SLAM is provided
which highlighting advantages of the D-optimality criterion. Several recent works in
active SLAM [40, 80, 25, 142, 99, 49] have shown great advances in analyzing and
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improving applicability of active SLAM to real systems.
In [127], the authors present a machine learning approach to mapping and plan-
ning using long-range vision. A stereo image is captured and then a convolutional
neural network classifies the regions of the image into traversable, obstacle or obstacle
foot. Regions which are uncertain are given a high cost. The incoming stereo point
cloud is mapped into the h-polar (hyperbolic-polar) coordinate system and gridded
into cells. The planner is hierarchical/layered in nature. A global Djikstra based
solution gives a goal rooted tree which tells the robot where to move for each cell in
the map (optimal in terms of traversed distance). A rollout-based local planner is
also used which reacts to obstacles locally by finding the local cost to a finite number
of candidates and then moves to the candidate that has the lowest sum of cost of to
connect and cost-to-go. The global planner runs at 1 Hz and local runs at 5-10 Hz.
Existing SLAM approaches including active SLAM for mobile robot navigation
are limited to trajectories≈ 1−2km in length with many loop closures that aid in bias
correction. Further, most approaches are focused at map building. As opposed to the
traditional active SLAM objective of planning for accurate mapping, we approach
the problem of planning to map for accurate localization in long trajectories. From
a navigation perspective, a sparse high quality map may be better suited for task
completion rather than a dense inaccurate map as often there may be a desired
accuracy with which the robot should reach its goal. In recent works, the method of
[62] approaches this problem. In [62] planning is carried out in the continuous belief
space (over robot and feature states) using an RHC-based approach. An uncertainty
budget is assigned to the robot and the planner cost formulation penalizes actions
that exceed said budget. Local loop closing behavior emerges and the robot tends
to turn back to previously visited areas if its pose uncertainty increases.
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4.4 The Role of Orientation in SLAM
A key reason for pose and map estimate drift during exploratory motion is the
heading estimate of a robot. In the EKF-SLAM formulation, it was shown that
heading is unobservable [59] and causes inconsistency in the filter estimates [28, 60,
13] (see Section 4.1). At every filter update, the system model is linearized about the
estimated state, due to the highly non-linear nature of these models (trigonometric
functions of the heading angle and bearing to features) the estimated Jacobians
quickly diverge from the truth. An advantage of pose graph-based methods over
filtering is that one can re-linearize the system models (re-compute Jacobians) during
iterative refinement in the smoothing process. In essence, one can correct mistakes
made in the past. However, both SLAM formulations are non-linear by design and
one cannot guarantee a globally optimal solution. Figure 4.2 shows the effect of a
direct heading sensor on EKF-based SLAM, Fig. 4.2(b) shows the clear advantage
of a heading sensor, this indicates that one can traverse longer into unknown regions
without the need for loop closure for the case when there is no heading sensor present.
Recent works [98, 24, 22, 79] have sought to exploit structural properties of SLAM
with the aim of decoupling non-linearities that arise due to orientation. In [98] the
authors develop an incremental SLAM approach that exploits orientation and posi-
tion separation in 2D range-scan mapping. In [18] a general on-manifold optimization
based method is developed to estimate orientations from noisy relative measurements
corrupted by outliers. In relation to [18], our orientation estimation method (Section
6.2.2.2) is only concerned with measurement data corrupted by zero-mean Gaussian
noise similar to [24, 79]. We direct the reader to [23] for a recent survey of 3D ro-
tation estimation techniques. The works of [24, 22, 79] are closely related to ours,
hence we proceed to discuss these in greater detail.
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(a) Robot moving at constant veloc-
ity of 5m/s and mapping features on
the fly.
(b) Robot stops for 60s to make ob-
servations when a new feature is ob-
served then moves at 5 m/s.
Figure 4.1: A 2-D EKF-SLAM example (200m× 160m map) adapted from [14] with
no stationary process noise and no heading sensor. In (a) robot moves at a constant
velocity, it is seen that filter estimate becomes inconsistent and drift relatively fast
(b) stop-go approach allows consistent estimates with slower drift.
(a) When robot has no heading sensor the
localization and map quality deteriorates
rapidly.
(b) When robot has a heading sensor fea-
tures are tightly localized and localization
accuracy is significantly better.
Figure 4.2: A 2-D EKF-SLAM example where (a) robot does not have a heading
sensor and (b)robot has access to a heading sensor.
Linear Approximation for pose Graph Optimization (LAGO) [24] is a method
for planar relative pose graph SLAM that separates robot orientation and position
estimation into two successive linear problems with the key benefit of a reduced risk
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of convergence to local minima and provides a robust initial guess for iterative op-
timization. The LAGO formulation does not deal with feature-based measurements
and cannot be extended to 3D. In contrast, RFM-SLAM is designed for feature-based
SLAM and majority of the algorithm presented in this dissertation ports directly to
the 3D domain (see discussion in Section ??). LAGO develops a closed form approach
(regularization) to solve the angle wrap-around problem that relies on rounding-off
noisy relative orientation measurements. This technique may degrade rapidly once
sensor accuracy reduces beyond a certain threshold ([24], Section 6). In contrast,
RFM-SLAM does not invoke any such approximation as it computes the maximum
likelihood estimate for the orientations via an on-manifold optimization. In this re-
gard, compared to LAGO, our approach trades computational speed, for accuracy
and reliability in the orientation estimation phase.
In [22] the authors develop MOLE2D, a multi-hypothesis approach to global
orientation estimation from relative measurements that does not suffer from local
minima even in the case of high noise. This is achieved through equivalence of the
general manifold optimization problem to unconstrained optimization on the integer
lattice. Performance guarantees are also provided in the sense that at least one
solution is guaranteed to be close to the true underlying global orientation. In relation
to our work, MOLE2D provides an alternative to the on-manifold optimization step
described in Section 6.2.2.2.
In [79], the authors develop a modified Variable Projection (VP) technique for
non-linear optimization that exploits the separation of position and orientation in
SLAM and runs faster than the standard Gauss Newton algorithm. The method
of [79] solves for orientation and position successively in an iterative manner as
opposed to RFM-SLAM wherein iterative non-linear optimization is only applied to
orientation estimation. In certain instances the method of [79] may not converge
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to a solution ([79], Section 5) as it relies on odometery for the initial guess which
may be arbitrarily bad. Our empirical observations indicate that as sensor noise is
increased, RFM-SLAM performance degrades gracefully and we do not observe cases
where the method does not converge to a solution (see Table 6.1).
4.4.1 Absolute Orientation Sensing for SLAM
A straightforward approach to removing heading estimation biases is to use ab-
solute heading sensors. There exist sensors such as magnetometers, star trackers and
gyrocompasses which can provide absolute heading estimates, but each comes with
its own host of limitations:
1. Magnetometers: Magnetometers detect the Earth’s magnetic field to estimate
orientation with respect to the magnetic poles. During indoor operation, mag-
netometers are affected by fluctuations in the magnetic field due to building
materials, electrical wiring etc., thus cannot be trusted to give unbiased head-
ing estimates. During outdoor operation (especially for UAVs), these work
relatively better but can be affected by local variations in the magnetic field
due to large man-made metallic structures, power cables etc. In recent times
MEMS-based magnetometers have become popular due to their small form fac-
tor and low-cost (≈ $10 for a 3 DoF system), these are often combined with
MEMS-based inertial sensors to create Attitude Heading Reference Systems
(AHRS).
2. Star Trackers: Modern star trackers are automated camera-based devices that
compute inertial attitude with high accuracy by using measurements to known
celestial bodies and comparing them to star charts (e.g., low-cost systems [4]
can easily deliver RMS error down to 10 arcseconds or 0.0028◦). Star trackers
are extremely robust as they rely on measurements to persistent beacons in
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space whose trajectories across the sky relative to Earth or other planets can
be fixed with great precision from long-term astronomical observations. Star
trackers are used heavily in satellite and space probe navigation [102] as well as
on ships and aircraft as a backup navigational source when GPS is unavailable
[5, 110] during both day and night operation. The method of using stars to
navigate is called celestial navigation.
3. Gyrocompass: A gyrocompass [148] detects the Earth’s true north by relying on
the concept of gyroscopic precession, thus providing a reliable heading estimate.
Gyrocompasses revolutionized marine navigation since their introduction in the
1920s. Commercially available gyrocompasses are heavy, costly and designed
primarily for large vehicles, thus this limits their application to commonly
available robotics platforms. Further, these sensors have a large settling time
and may exhibit minor drift which needs to be corrected with occasional GPS
fixes. In recent years, MEMS-based gyrocompasses have been proposed [120]
however these are still in prototype stage and far from practical use due to the
extremely large settling times (≈ few hours).
In the domain of mobile robotics, celestial navigation has been proposed for
planetary rovers as an alternative to existing methods. Current onboard naviga-
tion techniques for planetary rovers include fusing inertial measurement units (IMU)
with wheel odometery or using visual odometery [95]. In ground-based tests, visual
odometery based localization for the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) [95] achieves
an accuracy of 2.5% absolute position error over a 24 m course of driving; this may
limit how far a rover can traverse accurately during its mission life while relying
purely on onboard sensors. In [130] a lunar positioning method is developed that
utilizes star tracking and inclinometers however the positioning error is highly sen-
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sitive to inclinometer error. Another sensor that aids absolute heading estimation
is a sun sensor and has also been proposed for planetary rovers [146, 141]. We note
that sun-sensors (error ≈ 1◦ [141]) are not as accurate as star-trackers and do not
allow full 3 degree of freedom (DoF) rotation estimation. In [51] an absolute heading
estimation technique based on sun-sensing, inclinometer measurements and precision
timing is developed for planetary rovers with heading estimation errors of the order
of few degrees. Compared to [130, 56, 51, 146, 141] the method proposed in Chapter
5 fuses proprioceptive sensing and exteroceptive sensors such as camera, lidars etc.
with star tracking or sun sensors for accurate global navigation. Empirical results
show that extremely low localization error (0.0006% of distance traveled) can be
easily achieved with star trackers.
4.5 Discussion
In Chapters 5 and 6 we present 2D feature-based SLAM approaches that exploit
the separable structure of the SLAM problem. In Chapter 5 a method for long-term
accurate localization is presented for outdoor problems where there may be access to
absolute orientation measurements, the primary objective being to analyze the effect
of absolute orientation sensing on SLAM. In Chapter 6 we study the problem of 2D
feature-based SLAM where absolute orientation measurements may not be available
and present a method to separate orientation and position estimation. Finally in
Chapter 7 we apply the concept of absolute orientation sensing to indoor 2D LiDAR-
based SLAM in a physical real-world setting.
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5. LINEAR FEATURE GRAPH OPTIMIZATION
In SLAM, estimation errors tend to build up during exploratory motion and are
usually negated by revisiting previously seen locations (loop closure). Certain mobile
robotics applications, e.g., autonomous military vehicles and planetary exploration
may require robots to accurately traverse long trajectories (long-term point-to-point
navigation) without revisiting previous locations and wherein global localization
information (e.g., GPS) may be unavailable or degraded. State-of-the-art Visual-
Inertial localization methods [65, 92] exhibit error of ≈ 0.3% − 0.5% which may be
unsuitable for precision tasks, e.g. for a 25 km trajectory, it results in 75 m− 125 m
position error.
A key reason for estimation drift during exploration is the robot heading uncer-
tainty. In common practice, it is assumed that reliable absolute orientation mea-
surements are not available in SLAM. Thus existing methods rely on odometery and
relative pose or feature measurements to estimate robot orientation and position.
We now proceed to explore the role of absolute orientation sensing in SLAM and its
impact on point-to-point autonomous navigation. We ask the question, “Is there a
way for a robot to sense its orientation robustly without relying on odometery or lo-
cal relative measurements?”, the answer as it turns out is yes. In Section 5.3 we show
that it is possible to attain an accuracy of 0.0006% for a 107.9 km trajectory without
loops using existing absolute orientation sensor technology. In fact, such sensors are
being mandated for GPS-denied navigation on military aircraft and ships [2, 110].
In Section 5.1 we state the problem definition and subsequently, in Section 5.2 we
present our approach. In Section 5.3 we present simulation results for a robot that
visits a pre-determined sequence of waypoints followed by conclusions in Section 5.4.
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(a) A robot sees landmark li from two
poses x1, x2 and estimates the rela-
tive positions l∆i1,
l∆i2 of li in its local
frames.
(b) R2F: Robot makes robot to feature
relative position measurements.
(c) F2F: Robot makes relative feature
to feature displacement measurements.
Figure 5.1: Hypothetical scenarios depicting robot operation; (a) robot transforms
local measurements to the global frame using orientation sensing; In (b) and (c)
robot observes four banks of features prior to final pose with two features in each
bank and uses approach R2F and F2F in (b) and (c) respectively.
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5.1 Problem Formulation
Let xk, uk, and zk represent the system state, control input, and observation
at time step k respectively. The state vector xk = [p
T
k ,θ
T
k ]
T , where pk and θk
are the robot position and orientation parameter vector respectively. We designate a
keyframe pose as κx. The state evolution model f is denoted as xk+1 = f(xk, uk)+wk
where wk ∼ N (0,Qk) is zero-mean Gaussian process noise. The measurement model
h is denoted as zk = h(xk) + vk, where vk ∼ N (0,Rk) is zero-mean Gaussian mea-
surement noise. The map (unknown at t0) is a set of landmarks (features) distributed
throughout the environment. We define the j-th landmark as lj. The observation for
landmark lj at time tk is denoted by z
j
k ∈ zk. The non-linear inverse measurement
model is denoted by g such that for a given measurement zjk and the state xk at
which it was made, g computes the landmark location lj = g(xk, z
j
k).
We define ldijk to be the relative feature measurement, i.e., displacement from fea-
ture li to lj in robot’s local frame at time tk. The local relative feature measurement
ldijk =
l∆jk − l∆ik, where l∆ik, l∆jk are relative positions of features li and lj respec-
tively with respect to the robot in its local frame. Let C(θk) denote the Direction
Cosine Matrix (DCM) of the robot orientation at state xk where C is a function of
orientation parameter θk (e.g., Euler angles, Quaternions etc.). A measurement
l∆ik
in the robot’s local frame can be projected into the world (global) frame as
li − pk = w∆ik︸︷︷︸
world frame measurement
= C(θk)
T l∆ik, (5.1)
where li and pk are the feature and robot positions in the world frame, see Fig. 5.1(a).
Currently, the focus of this work is on analyzing the effect of orientation, thus we
do not model obstacles in simulation studies. Data associations to landmarks are
assumed given and map is considered static.
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5.2 Methodology
In this section we develop two approaches for long-term localization that differ
in the way measurements are processed:
1. Robot to Feature Relative Position Measurement Model (R2F): An
approach designed for systems where a robot moves continuously and relies on
odometery, orientation sensing and exteroceptive sensing like Lidar, cameras
etc. This method converts local relative position measurements of features w.r.t
robot at each pose to global frame measurements. These are then used to solve
a linearized least squares estimation problem in robot and feature positions.
Figure 5.1(b) depicts this approach.
2. Feature to Feature Relative Measurement Model (F2F): An approach
designed for systems where odometery may not provide reliable information
but time budgets may be higher. In this approach, independent measurements
are made for relative displacements between features which are then chained
together to estimate the map and robot position. Figure 5.1(c) depicts this
approach.
5.2.1 R2F
The key steps of this approach are as follows:
1. Range bearing measurements to features are transformed to relative position
estimates of features w.r.t robot at each pose (see Fig. 5.1(a)).
2. At keyframe poses, a linearized estimation problem is solved for the robot pose
and features using the recorded data.
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(a) Robot starts making observations to
first bank of features.
(b) Robot makes relative observations
between second and third bank of fea-
tures.
(c) Robot is moving towards its start
location.
(d) Robot re-observes the first bank of
features.
Figure 5.2: A simple graphical depiction of loop closure, the left half of each image
shows the robot making range bearing measurements and the right half shows feature
to feature mapping. In Fig. 5.2(d) we are interested in the estimation error of the
farthest feature bank (encircled by blue ellipse) and the last pose (encircled by red
ellipse).
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3. Once the estimation problem is solved, only correlations between keyframe
poses and features observed at keyframe poses are maintained, intermediate
feature and pose estimates are dropped.
4. An upper threshold is set on the number of keyframes to keep in the map after
which the oldest keyframe is deleted (excluding first pose).
We now proceed to explain this approach in detail. Using the inverse measure-
ment model g (Section 5.1), we have the position of landmark li in robot’s local frame
as l∆ik =
lg(zik), extending this, the vector of local robot to feature relative position
measurements is l∆ˆk =
lg(zk). Thus
l∆ˆk ∼ N (l∆k, lR∆k = ∇¯lg|zkRzk∇¯lgT |zk),
where ∇¯lg|zk is the Jacobian of function lg(zk). At t0, we have keyframe κx0, the
robot starts moving and collecting odometery, orientation and exteroceptive mea-
surements at each timestep. At some future timestep tk, we have keyframe
κxk.
Abusing notation slightly, let l∆ˆ0:k ∼ N (l∆0:k, lR∆0:k) be the vector of all local rela-
tive position measurements (including robot to feature and translational odometery)
recorded at poses x0:k. At each tk we have a noisy unbiased orientation measurement
which gives us the vector θˆ0:k ∼ N (θ0:k,Rθ0:k). Dropping the time subscript for
readability, local relative measurements l∆ˆ can be transformed to the world frame
as
w∆ˆ = CT (θˆ) l∆ˆ, (5.2)
where Cˆ = C(θˆ) is the corresponding composition of DCM matrices. From Eq.
5.2 it is clear that transformed global measurements at each pose xk are correlated
to heading measurement θˆk. Heading error covariances must be propagated appro-
priately in the feature and robot position estimation. We setup a new measurement
model β = hβ(
l∆,θ) + vβ by stacking the transformed odometery between poses,
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robot to feature displacement and heading measurements. This gives us the following
problem
β =
CˆT l∆ˆ
θˆ
 =
 A′ 0
0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

p
l
θ
+ vβ, (5.3)
where [pT , lT ,θT ]T is the vector of robot poses, landmarks and heading, A′ is a
matrix with each row containing elements of the set {−1, 0,+1}, vβ ∼ N (0,Rβ) is
the measurement noise vector with covariance
Rβ = ∇¯hβ
lR∆ 0
0 Σθ
 ∇¯Thβ, (5.4)
where ∇¯hβ is the Jacobian of measurement function hβ given by
∇¯hβ =
CT M l∆ˆ
0 I
 , M = ∂CˆT
∂θ
|θ=θˆ. (5.5)
The solution to the problem in Eq. 5.3 is given by

p∗
l∗
θ∗
 = (ATR−1β A)−1ATR−1β β. (5.6)
From Eq. 5.6 we are interested in p∗ and l∗.
5.2.1.1 Analysis
We analyze localization accuracy for approach R2F as a robot explores an un-
known map and the effect of loop closure. We assume that relative measurements
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from robot to features in the global frame are independent; for orientations sensors
such as star trackers which are highly precise such an assumption holds quite well.
For the sake of clarity error covariance of every global relative measurement is as-
sumed to be Ra. In this analysis, the first and last pose of the robot are considered
as keyframes with first pose known.
Exploration: In an exploration task, a robot moves into unknown areas and makes
measurements to a bank of features at each timestep as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). A bank
is simply the set of features observed at a particular pose. Figure 5.3(a) shows that
the error growth is linear as robot moves further away from its initial pose. An inter-
esting point arises in Fig. 5.3(b), the rate of error growth drops as ∝ 1/nfb where nfb
is the number of features in each bank. Thus it implies that for long-term autonomy,
it benefits us to make high-quality observations to a large number of features but
we may not always need hundreds or thousands of features. Rather one may predict
localization error for a given task and decide how many features to observe. This
can help in constraining computational complexity and memory resources.
Loop Closure: Loop closure is usually considered a necessity in SLAM to limit
error growth. We consider the effect of loop closure on the bank of features farthest
from the start location in a loop and on the last pose (see Fig. 5.2):
1. For the error in farthest bank (encircled by a blue ellipse in Fig. 5.2(d)), Fig.
5.3(c) shows that the effect of loop closure diminishes as the bank size increases
(slope of solid vs. dashed lines). Note that the ratio of error growth rate after
and before loop closure is 0.5185, i.e., loop closure approximately halves the
error growth in the farthest bank.
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Figure 5.3: R2F: Analysis of the pose and map estimation error as the robot ex-
plores unknown regions and the effect of loop closure when robot re-observes features
mapped at first pose.
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2. Figure 5.3(d) shows that error in last pose after loop closure converges to a
fixed value as the trajectory length increases.
The first observation noted above can be understood intuitively. Looking at Fig.
5.2(d), there are two “pathways” that link the farthest bank of features to the first
bank. Prior to loop closure there is only one path for the relative measurements to
constrain feature estimates to the first bank, however, after loop closure there is a
second pathway from the opposite direction. If we were to take two observations (Ra
is halved) for each feature, we would effectively end up with the same estimation error
at the farthest bank were the robot not to close the loop. The second observation
tells us that the estimation error in the last bank of features is dominated by the
relative measurement to the first bank, i.e., as the trajectory length grows, the effect
of the longer “pathway” from start has almost no effect on estimation accuracy.
5.2.2 F2F
The key steps in approach F2F are as follows:
1. As the robot moves, range bearing measurements to features are transformed
into relative displacement estimates between features.
2. Robot to feature relative position measurements are acquired at keyframes.
Then a linearized estimation problem is solved for keyframe poses and map
features using the recorded data.
3. Once the estimation problem is solved, only correlations between keyframe
poses and features observed at keyframes are maintained, intermediate feature
estimates are dropped.
4. An upper threshold is set on the number of keyframes to keep in the map after
which the oldest keyframe is deleted (excluding first pose).
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We now proceed to explain this approach in detail. At time tk we have the
measurement of displacement vector from li to lj in the robot frame as
ldijk =
l∆jk − l∆ik = lgd(zjk, zik). (5.7)
The above equation shows that ldijk is independent of robot position pk and ori-
entation θk. The vector of local relative measurements is
ldˆk =
lgd(zk). Note that
though range bearing measurements to each feature are independent, the set of rel-
ative feature measurements may be correlated in a naive implementation due to the
correlations between relative measurements using the same range-bearing observa-
tion. This is where a key difference from existing methods arises; our method takes
independent relative measurements by capturing sufficient range bearing observa-
tions to features.
Let ldˆk ∼ N (ldk, lRdk = ∇¯lgd|zkRzk∇¯lgTd |zk) be the vector of independent rel-
ative feature measurements at time tk with error covariance
lRdk , where ∇¯lgd|zk
is the Jacobian of the local relative measurement function lgd(zk). The robot col-
lects orientation and exteroceptive measurements at each timestep. At some future
timestep tk, we have keyframe
κxk. Dropping the time subscript for legibility. Let
ldˆ ∼ N (ld, lRd) be the vector of local relative feature to feature measurements
captured from time t1 to tk. At keyframes
κx0 and
κxk we have robot to feature
relative measurements which give us l∆ˆ ∼ N (l∆, lR∆). At each pose we have a
noisy unbiased heading measurement which provides the vector of orientation es-
timates θˆ ∼ N (θ,Rθ). The vectors of local relative measurements l∆ˆ, ldˆ can be
transformed to the world frame as
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 wdˆ
w∆ˆ
 = CˆT
 ldˆ
l∆ˆ
 . (5.8)
Heading error covariances must be propagated appropriately in the feature and
robot position estimation. Thus we setup a new measurement model γ = hγ(
l∆, ld,θ)+
vγ by stacking the transformed relative position and heading measurements. This
gives us the following problem
γ =

CˆT ldˆ
CˆT l∆ˆ
θˆ
 =
 A′ 0
0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

l
p
θ
+ vγ , (5.9)
where [lT ,pT ,θT ]T is the vector of landmark positions, robot poses and head-
ing, A′ is a matrix with each row containing elements of the set {−1, 0,+1}, vγ ∼
N (0,Rγ) is the measurement noise vector where
Rγ = ∇¯hγ

lRd 0 0
0 lR∆ 0
0 0 Σθ
 ∇¯Thγ. (5.10)
∇¯hγ is the Jacobian of measurement function hγ given by
∇¯hγ =

0 CT M ldˆ
CT 0 M l∆ˆ
0 0 I
 ,where M = ∂Cˆ
T
∂θ
|θ=θˆ. (5.11)
The solution to the problem in Eq. 5.9 is given by
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Figure 5.4: F2F: Analysis of the feature mapping and localization error as the robot
moves and the effect of loop closure.
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
l∗
p∗
θ∗
 = (ATR−1γ A)−1ATR−1γ γ. (5.12)
5.2.2.1 Analysis
We proceed to analyze how the localization error grows as a robot explores an
unknown map and the affect of loop closure with approach F2F. By virtue of the
reasoning provided in Section 5.2.1.1, it is assumed that the global frame relative
feature measurements are independent and error covariance of every global relative
measurement is Ra. Again, the first and last pose of the robot are considered as
keyframes with the first pose known.
Exploration: We analytically solve the estimation problem of Eq. 5.9 and compute
error covariance for multiple cases by varying bank size nfb and the number of banks
that the robot maps. Figure 5.4 shows our results, the plots highlight two key points:
1. Figure 5.4(a) shows that localization error grows linearly as the robot moves
away from the start location.
2. The error growth rate shown in Fig. 5.4(b) is inversely proportional to the
square of the size of each feature bank, i.e., ∝ 1
n2fb
where nfb is the number
features in one bank. Thus error growth with F2F is 1
nfb
-th of the error growth
with R2F.
Loop Closure: Figure 5.2 depicts loop closure when a robot makes relative feature
measurements while moving in a circular trajectory. Our goal is to understand the
effect of loop closure on mapping accuracy, particularly error in estimation of farthest
feature bank from start and last keyframe at which robot re-observes landmarks seen
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at its starting location (see Fig. 5.2(d)). We solve Eq. 5.9 with loop closure. The
results of this analysis are plotted in Figs. 5.4(c) and 5.4(d); the key points to be
noted are:
1. The ratio of error growth rate with loop closure to error growth rate without
loop closure is a constant value of 0.5181 for all values of nfb computed as the
ratio of slopes of curves plotted in Fig. 5.4(c) before and after loop closure.
2. Figure 5.4(d) shows that error in last pose after loop closure converges to a
fixed value as the trajectory length (number of banks) increases.
Thus the behavior of loop closure with method F2F is similar to that with R2F,
i.e., loop closure halves the estimation error of farthest feature bank and error in last
pose estimate is dominated by measurement to the first bank of features.
5.3 Results
Simulation results are presented for waypoint following in a 2D environment.
These simulations study the case of a long-term exploration task where a robot may
not visit prior locations. Robot kinematics are modeled as a steered bicycle [13].
The robot moves at a speed of 10 m/s and simulation time step is 0.05 s. Keyframes
are recorded every 100 time steps or 5 s, and a maximum of 4 keyframes are kept in
memory. The robot is equipped with three sensors; star tracker with noise standard
deviation σθ = 0.005
◦ (18 arcseconds); range bearing sensor with a 360◦ field-of-view,
range of 20 m and noise standard deviation of σr = 0.1 m in range and σφ = 1.0
◦
in bearing; wheel odometery noise is scaled according to factor α = {1, 2, 3, 4} with
α = 4 corresponding to noise standard deviation σδx,δy = 0.1 m in translation and
σδθ = 1.2
◦ in rotation. Two different scenarios are presented:
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1. Scenario A: A 2D world (5 km× 5 km) with a trajectory of length 25.9 km
as depicted in Fig. 5.5(a).
2. Scenario B: A 2D world (10 km × 10 km) with a trajectory of length 107.9
km as depicted in Fig. 5.5(b).
For each scenario, multiple versions of the environments were generated by vary-
ing nfb, i.e., the minimum number of features visible at each pose and then randomly
sampling feature locations. Simulations results for a robot equipped only with wheel
odometery and orientation sensing are plotted in Fig. 5.6 for both scenarios. In
simulations for method R2F, only the highest odometery noise level, i.e., α = 4 is
considered, further recall that method F2F does not require odometery. Finally, re-
sults for approaches R2F and F2F are plotted in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 for scenarios A
and B respectively. In total, 1200 simulations were conducted.
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(a) Scenario A with 25.9 km trajectory.
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(b) Scenario B with 107.9 km trajec-
tory.
Figure 5.5: The robot is tasked to follow the waypoints (depicted by diamonds)
sequentially. Note that the trajectory terminates far from the start location and
there are no loop closures in the trajectory by design.
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Figure 5.6: The average terminal localization error in Scenarios A and B when robot
uses an absolute orientation sensor coupled with odometery.
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Figure 5.7: Scenario A: (a) Average terminal localization error; and (b) ratio of
localization error with F2F to error with R2F as the minimum number of features
(nfb) visible at each pose is varied. R2F results are depicted in blue with square
markers and F2F in black with diamond markers.
For a robot equipped only with odometery and orientation sensing (Fig. 5.6)
with α = 4, in scenario A error is 27.63 m and in scenario B error is 56 m. Worst
case error (nfb = 4) in scenario A for method R2F (1.12 m) and F2F (0.55 m)
and for scenario B with method R2F (2.36 m) and F2F (1.14 m) are on average
1 − 2 orders of magnitude lower. Note that odometery noise at 1σ corresponds to
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for the two proposed approaches.
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Figure 5.8: Scenario B: (a) Average terminal localization error; and (b) ratio of
localization error with F2F to error with R2F as the minimum number of features
(nfb) visible at each pose is varied.
20% error in relative position estimate for motion in a single time step which is
relatively high, however in practical applications wheel slip may go as high as 125%
[95] (steep gradients, loose gravel or soil may cause wheel spin in-place). While using
odometery with orientation performs reasonably, it may not meet requirements for
certain missions, be reliable or robust in practical applications and may not scale
well with longer trajectories. Using measurements to features on the other hand
betters performance while making our method robust and allows control over the
error growth rate.
Figure 5.7(a) shows the reduction in localization error at the final waypoint in
scenario A (25.9 km), for approach R2F and F2F. R2F results in a 23.2% error
reduction from 1.12 m at nfb = 4 to 0.86 m at nfb = 7. There is a minor 0.1 m
increase in error from nfb = 7 to nfb = 10 which can be attributed to the random
placement of landmarks; recall that in the physical world error in relative position
measurements to features is governed by the range and bearing to a feature, i.e., a far
feature’s relative position estimate w.r.t robot is more sensitive to error in bearing
measurement than a closer feature. With F2F error reduces by 34.5% from 0.55 m
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at nfb = 4 to 0.36 m at nfb = 10. Figure 5.7(b) shows that F2F results in 40− 50%
error relative to R2F, recall that F2F does not incorporate odometery. This supports
findings of MER missions [95] wherein wheel slip on high-gradient slopes require the
rover to rely on visual odometery to estimate motion. Figure 5.8 depicts localization
error at the final waypoint in scenario B (107.9 km), for approach R2F and F2F. R2F
results in a 26.3% error reduction from 2.36 m at nfb = 4 to 1.74 m at nfb = 10. F2F
results in a 29.6% reduction in error from 0.98 m at nfb = 4 to 0.69 m at nfb = 9.
Figure 5.8(b) shows that F2F results in 40 − 50% error relative to R2F similar to
scenario A.
Compared to existing methods that rely on absolute orientation sensing, our
approach results in order(s) of magnitude better performance. The method of [56]
fuses inertial sensing with star tracking for autonomous navigation and demonstrated
a localization error of ≈ 2 m for a ≈ 3.8 km trajectory1. In the lunar positioning
method of [130], for the case of tilt estimation error in both roll and pitch axes
of 0.05◦, star tracker boresight accuracy of 0.0014◦, and boresight roll of 0.01◦, the
resulting error is 1.2 km. The approach of [146] using a sun sensor fused with inertial
data and wheel odometery for navigation resulted in a 6% cross-track position error
for 1 km of driving.
5.4 Discussion
Two approaches for feature-based localization and mapping were developed for
the case when global orientation sensing is available. In method R2F, localization
error growth rate is ∝ 1/nfb, and for method F2F error growth rate is ∝ 1/n2fb, where
nfb is the minimum number of features visible to a robot at each time. Analysis for
both methods shows that; (i) given unbiased heading measurements, localization
1Numerical values ascertained from graphical plots in [56] to the best of our understanding.
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error growth is linear as robot moves away from its start location; and (ii) loop
closure results in ≈ 50% reduction in localization error of features farthest from loop
start location. Analysis also indicates that estimation accuracy may be enhanced by
taking prolonged measurements which is more suitable for a point-to-point navigation
task, thus avoiding loop closure when absolute heading is available. Simulations
show that using the proposed approaches order(s) of magnitude better performance
is achievable, i.e., with as low as 9 features being tracked at any time, a robot can
achieve a position accuracy of 0.69 m for > 100 km of driving.
Most robots deployed in physical applications today do not have access to abso-
lute orientation sensors. Thus it is important to the study the problem of feature-
based SLAM when heading may not be available. In the next Chapter, we look at
the problem of 2D feature-based SLAM where heading measurements may not be
available and show how exploiting the separable structure of the underlying SLAM
problem allows for significantly more robust estimation compared to state-of-the-art
methods.
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6. RFM-SLAM: EXPLOITING RELATIVE FEATURE MEASUREMENTS TO
SEPARATE ORIENTATION AND POSITION
ESTIMATION IN SLAM
Relative measurements [106, 33, 128, 97, 118] allow a robot to exploit structural
properties of the environment, e.g., relative displacement from one landmark to an-
other is independent of how a robot moves in a static world given a particular frame
of reference. Taking note of this property, we present a 2D SLAM approach in which
range bearing measurements are transformed into relative displacements between
features. In our method, relative orientation constraints between poses are formu-
lated using translation and rotation invariant structural properties. This allows our
method to exploit the separable structure of SLAM [79, 24, 22], i.e., robot heading
estimation is separated from the estimation of past robot positions and feature loca-
tions. Using relative orientations between the set of robot poses, our method solves
a non-linear optimization problem over the set of robot orientations following which
we solve a linear least squares problem for position (robot trajectory and map). We
call this method Relative Feature Measurements-based Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (RFM-SLAM)1.
Figure 6.1 shows a comparison between RFM-SLAM and GTSAM [36] for a map
with ≈ 2000 nodes. When the simulated data is input to GTSAM, the odometery
based initial guess results in catastrophic failure as GTSAM gets stuck in a local
minima whereas RFM-SLAM recovers the robot trajectory and map given identical
data. The major contributions of this method can be summed up as follows:
1 c© 2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Saurav Agarwal, Vikram Shree, and Suman
Chakravorty. RFM-SLAM: Exploiting relative feature measurements to separate orientation and
position estimation in slam. In Proc. IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation
(ICRA)., May 29 - June 3 2017
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(a) RFM-SLAM estimate for robot tra-
jectory in one of our simulations. RMS
position error is 1.44m.
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(b) GTSAM estimate for robot trajec-
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ure due to bad initial guess.
Figure 6.1: Simulation results for map M2 with ≈ 2000 nodes for RFM-SLAM and
GTSAM given identical data. The true trajectory is in green, odometery is in
black, RFM-SLAM estimates are shown in blue and GTSAM estimates in magenta.
Feature plots are omitted for the sake of clarity.
1. RFM-SLAM extends the class of methods that exploit two-step orientation and
position estimation to feature-based SLAM.
2. Our approach reduces computational complexity of the optimization problem,
i.e., if there are N poses where each pose xk = [pk,θk]
T and L landmarks then
we solve for N variables as opposed to 3N + 2L in existing methods (for the
planar SLAM problem).
3. We show through empirical results that as odometery noise increases, our
method’s accuracy degrades gracefully compared to a state-of-the-art non-
linear optimization-based SLAM solver.
In Section 6.1 we state our problem and preliminaries, subsequently in Section
6.2 we present our approach wherein some mathematical details are relegated to
Appendix 10.1. Results are discussed in Section 6.3 followed by conclusions.
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6.1 Preliminaries and Problem
A portion of preliminaries presented in this section overlap with previous work in
Chapter 5 but are provided here for the sake of completeness and clarity. We define
ldijk to be the relative feature measurement, from feature li to lj in the local frame of
the robot at time tk. The local relative measurement is computed as
ldijk =
l∆jk−l∆ik,
where l∆ik,
l∆jk are relative positions of features li and lj respectively with respect to
the robot in its local frame. A local measurement in the robot frame can be projected
into the world (global) frame as
C(θk)
T l∆ik =
w∆ik = li − pk, (6.1)
where li and pk are the feature and robot positions in the world frame. Thus, it is
the transformation of local measurements to the global frame that introduces non-
linearity due to the trigonometric functions of orientation. If heading θ∗ is known,
define l∆ to be the vector of all local feature position measurements and let [pT lT ]T
be the vector of all robot and feature positions in the world frame, then we have the
following standard linear estimation problem in position
C(θ∗)T l∆ = A′
p
l
 , (6.2)
where A′ is a matrix composed of elements in the set {−1, 0, 1}. However, direct
heading estimates may not be readily available due to which we need to estimate
the robot heading. In the proceeding section we develop the RFM-SLAM algorithm
and describe our heading and position estimation method in detail. It is assumed
that relative orientation measurements are independent, all noises are assumed to be
zero-mean Gaussian and the front-end is given, the focus of this chapter is on the
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(a) Robot making local rel-
ative measurements.
(b) Robot observes same
features from two differ-
ent poses forming a rela-
tive rotation constraint.
(c) Tranformation of local
robot to feature relative
measurements to the global
frame.
Figure 6.2: (a) A robot making observations to two features li and lj at time tk,
the range bearing measurements allow the robot to compute the relative positions
l∆ik and
l∆jk of the features in its local frame which are then transformed to a
relative displacement measurement ldijk between the two features. (b) A robot making
observations to two features from poses xp (green arrows) and xq (blue arrows).
Seeing the same two features forms a rotation constraint Cqp between these poses.
(c) A robot sees the same landmark from two poses, the transformation of local
relative measurements to the global frame is used in Section 6.2.3 to solve for robot
and feature positions.
SLAM back-end estimation problem.
6.2 Methodology
The key steps in RFM-SLAM are as follows:
1. Transform range bearing observations from robot to features into relative po-
sition measurements in the robot’s local frame at each pose, then calculate
feature-to-feature displacements vectors (Section 6.2.1).
2. Compute the relative rotation constraints for poses that either are connected by
proprioceptive odometery or view identical pairs of landmarks or both (Section
6.2.2.1).
3. Compute the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) for the robot orientation
given constraints computed in the previous step (Section 6.2.2.2).
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4. Solve the global linear estimation problem over robot and feature positions
(Section 6.2.3).
6.2.1 Relative Feature Displacement Estimation
Figure 6.2 depicts our proposed feature mapping process. As the robot moves,
it makes range bearing measurements at each pose to visible features. These range
bearing measurements allow the robot to compute relative positions of landmarks
in its local frame. These relative positions are converted into relative displacement
measurements between features. At time tk let the robot make range bearing mea-
surements zik and z
j
k to landmarks li and lj respectively. Using the inverse measure-
ment model g (Section 5.1), we can compute the displacement vector from li to lj in
the robot frame as given by Eq. 5.7.
lgd(z
j
k, z
i
k) is the relative measurement from li to lj in the robot’s frame, which
is independent of robot position and orientation. Figure 6.2(a) shows a simple de-
piction of a robot making a relative position measurement between two features.
Let ldˆk =
lgd(zk) be the vector of local relative measurements, ∇¯lgd|zk be the Ja-
cobian of function lgd(zk) and Rzk be the noise covariance of zk. Then we have
ldˆk ∼ N (ldk, lRdk = ∇¯lgd|zkRzk∇¯lgTd |zk). It is important to note that though mea-
surements to each feature are independent, the set of relative feature measurements is
correlated. This can be attributed to the correlations between relative measurements
from common landmarks.
6.2.2 Heading Estimation
We now proceed to develop a two-part heading estimation technique. First,
we recognize the fact that relative feature measurements-based constraints on the
rotation between two poses are linear in the elements of relative orientation Direction
Cosine Matrix (DCM). Thus we propose a linear least squares formulation to estimate
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the relative rotation between poses. The second step is described in Section 6.2.2.2
where we apply an on-manifold optimization approach to solve the general non-linear
heading estimation problem at loop closure given relative orientation estimates.
6.2.2.1 Linear Relative Rotation Estimation
Let Cqp = CpC
T
q be the relative rotation matrix between two poses xp, xq where
Cp,Cq ∈ SO(2). Let there be two landmarks li, lj visible from poses xp and xq such
that ldijp and
ldijq are respectively the relative feature measurements in the local
frame at each pose. Thus we have a constraint ldijp − Cqpldijq = 0 for every such
pair of landmarks. Let cqp ∈ R2 be the vector of parameters for Cqp (see Eq. 10.1,
Appendix 10.1).
As a robot moves, it makes two types of noisy observations:
1. Proprioceptive odometery measurements δ̂θodo ∼ N (δθ, σ2odo) provide a direct
estimate of the relative rotation angle δθ between successive poses xp and
xq=p+1, where σ
2
odo is the measurement noise variance.
2. Relative feature measurements to common landmarks from two poses provide
a relative orientation constraint. Let ldˆ′p,
ldˆ′q be the respective local relative
measurements to common features from made from poses xp and xq, with error
covariances lR′dp ,
lR′dq respectively. We have the following linear problem for
the relative rotation parameter vector cqp,
ldˆ′p = B
′
qpcqp + vdpq , (6.3)
where B′qp(
ldˆ′q) (see Eq. 10.2, Appendix 10.1) is a matrix function of the relative
measurements from pose xq and vdpq ∼ N (0,Rdpq) is a zero-mean Gaussian
measurement noise. The error covariance in this measurement is approximated
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as Rdpq =
lR′dp + Cˆqp,init
lR′dqCˆ
T
qp,init.
For successive poses, Cˆqp,init = Cˆqp,odo, i.e., the relative rotation estimate from
proprioceptive odometery. Between successive poses, all feature constraints in the
form of Eq. 6.3 can be stacked along with proprioceptive odometery measurements
which gives us the following linear problem
cˆqp,odo
ldˆp
 =
 I
B′qp
 c +
vcqp,odo
vdpq

= Bqpc + vcpq (6.4)
where vcpq ∼ N (0,Rcqp), and Rcqp = diag([Rcqp,odo ,Rdpq ]). Equation 6.4 can be
rewritten as
zcqp = Bqpcqp + vcqp . (6.5)
Dropping the pose subscript for clarity, we can compute the estimate
cˆ = (BTR−1c B)
−1BTR−1c zc (6.6)
and its error covariance
Σc = (B
TR−1c B)
−1. (6.7)
A robot may close a loop and return to a previously visited location and re-observe
features. At loop closure, we may solve Eq. 6.3 to estimate the relative rotation
between two poses xp and xq. In this case, Cˆqp,init = CˆpCˆ
T
q , where Cˆp, Cˆ
T
q are
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estimated by chaining together successive relative rotation estimates. To ensure that
the solution is an orthogonal rotation, we project it back onto the SO(2) manifold as
cˆproj = η(cˆ), where η is a vector valued function (see Eq. 10.4, Appendix 10.1). The
error covariance post projection is Σcproj = ∇¯η|cˆΣc∇¯Tη|cˆ where ∇¯η|cˆ is the Jacobian
of projection function η computed at the estimated values. Once cˆ is computed, it
is transformed into the relative heading angle value (Eq. 10.5, Appendix Appendix
10.1), which in 2D is the scalar δ̂θ.
Planar SLAM has the property that relative orientation measurements are linear
in heading by virtue of which we can formulate the following linear problem
δ̂θ = Hθ + vθ, (6.8)
where δ̂θ is the vector all relative orientation measurements, H is a matrix com-
posed of elements from the set {−1, 0,+1} and θ is the vector of robot heading
angles. However, solving Eq. 6.8 directly may not provide the correct answer as
the linear least squares formulation is indifferent to the angle wrap-around problem.
In the proceeding section we describe how to overcome this problem. Lastly, we
may compute the information matrix of the global heading estimate from Eq. 6.8 as
Ωθ = H
TR−1θ H where Rθ is a diagonal matrix composed of uncertainty in relative
orientation estimates. In Section 6.2.3 we show how information matrix Ωθ is used
by our algorithm to compute the map and history of robot positions.
6.2.2.2 On-Manifold Optimization Using Relative Orientation Measurements
The method described previously allows us to estimate relative rotations between
poses. The set of poses and constraints from relative rotation estimates form a
graph G = (V , E) whose nodes V = {ν1, . . . , νn} are the pose orientations and whose
edge pq ∈ E is a relative orientation constraint between nodes νp, νq. The problem
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at hand is to compute the global orientations for all nodes given relative rotation
measurements.
Let Cˆqp be the estimate of DCM Cqp for the relative rotation between nodes νp, νq.
In the noise free measurement case, CˆqpCq = Cp. However, given a set of noisy mea-
surements we minimize
∑
pq∈E κqp||CˆqpCq−Cp||F where || · ||F denotes the Frobenius
matrix norm and κqp is a weight for the measurement Cˆqp. Now the Frobenius norm
can be expanded as ||CˆqpCq −Cp||2 = ||Cp||2 + ||Cq||2 − 2tr(CTq CˆTqpCp).
Thus minimizing the Frobenius norm is equivalent to minimizing the term−tr(CTq CˆTqpCp)
where tr(·) denotes the trace operator. Using properties of trace (tr(X) = tr(XT )),
we have the cost function to minimize as
J = −
∑
pq∈E
κqp tr(C
T
p CˆqpCq), (6.9)
where κqp = 1/σδθqp , i.e., inverse of standard deviation of relative rotation esti-
mate. The Euclidean gradients for the cost function J are
∂J
∂Cp
= −
∑
pq∈E
κqpCˆqpCq,
∂Fc
∂Cq
= −
∑
pq∈E
κqpCˆ
T
qpCp. (6.10)
Note that in the cost function given by Eq. 6.9, we directly optimize over the set
of orientations for all poses. The initial guess can be computed by chaining together
relative rotation estimates computed in Section 6.2.2.1. Another way of looking at
Eq. 6.9 is as follows, we have Cˆqp = VqpCpCq where Vqp is the perturbation due
to noise. Then solving Eq. 6.9 is equivalent to computing the maximum likelihood
estimator with a Langevin prior on the perturbation Vqp where κqp becomes the
Langevin concentration parameter [18]. We use the Manopt MATLAB toolbox de-
veloped in [19] to minimize the cost function J using trust regions based optimization
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routine [7].
6.2.3 Global Trajectory and Feature Estimation
Abusing notation slightly, let l∆ˆ ∼ N (l∆, lR∆ = blkdiag([lR∆1 , lR∆2 . . . ])) be
the vector of all local relative position measurements, i.e. from robot to features
and odometery between successive poses. After computing the global orientations
according to Section 6.2.2.2, the vector of local relative measurements l∆ˆ can be
transformed to the world frame similar to Eq. 6.2. From the transformed global
measurements we can formulate the linear estimation problem as
w∆ˆ = CˆT l∆ˆ = A′
p
l
+ wv∆, (6.11)
where Cˆ = C(θˆ) is the corresponding composition of DCM matrices parametrized
by the estimated heading θˆ, [pT lT ]T is the vector of robot and feature positions,
A′ is a matrix with each row containing elements of the set {−1, 0,+1} and wv∆ ∼
N (0, wR∆ = CT lR∆C) is the noise vector. If we were to solve for positions directly
from Eq. 6.11, we would end up with an incorrect estimate as the global orienta-
tion estimates θˆ are correlated. Thus relative position measurements in the global
frame are correlated with heading estimates as well. We now describe how to setup
the position estimation problem while correctly incorporating the appropriate error
covariances similar to the trick employed in LAGO [24]. After computing the orien-
tation estimates θˆ along with the transformed global relative position measurements
we stack them to give us a new measurement vector γ. Then we have
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γ = hw(
l∆,θ) + vw =
CˆT l∆ˆ
θˆ
 =
A′ 0
0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

p
l
θ
+
wv∆
vθ
 . (6.12)
The error covariance Rγ of measurement vector γ is then given by,
Rγ = ∇¯hw
lR∆ 0
0 Σθ
 ∇¯Thw (6.13)
where ∇¯hw is the Jacobian of measurement function hw (Eq. 6.12) given by
∇¯hw =
CT M l∆ˆ
0 I
 , (6.14)
where M = ∂C
T
∂θ
. Thus we have
Rγ =
wR∆ + MΣθMT MΣθ
ΣθM
T Σθ
 . (6.15)
Finally, the solution to the linear estimation problem of Eq. 6.12 is given by

p∗
l∗
θ∗
 = (ATR−1γ A)−1ATR−1γ γ. (6.16)
Note that Eq. 6.16 involves the inversion of a large sparse matrix Rγ which may
not be suitable for implementation due to complexity and potential numerical issues.
However, this inversion is easily avoided by analytically computing the information
matrix Ωγ = R
−1
γ using block-matrix inversion rules as
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Ωγ =
 wR−1∆ −wR−1∆ M
−MT wR−1∆ Ωθ + MT wR−1∆ M
 . (6.17)
6.3 Results
We conducted 1600 simulations in total for two planar maps M1 and M2 (see Figs.
6.3(a) and 6.3(b)). The maps themselves were constructed by randomly sampling
landmarks in a 2D environment after which simulated sensor data was collected
by driving the robot around a sequence of waypoints. Proprioceptive odometery
noise σodo is varied by scale factor α = {1, 2, 3, 4}, where α = 1 corresponds to
σodo = diag([0.05m, 0.05m, 0.6
◦]) and range bearing sensor noise σrb is varied by scale
factor β = {1, 2, 3, 4}, where β = 1 corresponds to σrb = diag([0.05m, 0.6◦]). For each
map, 50 simulations were conducted for each fixed noise level and 16 variations of
noise values were used in total. For each simulation the resulting data was processed
by both RFM-SLAM (MATLAB) and GTSAM (C++) [36]. GTSAM utilized the
Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm and both Manopt [19] and GTSAM were allowed
a maximum of 100 iterations. We now proceed to discuss our results in the context
of key aspects that affect solution accuracy, i.e., map, odometery noise and range
bearing sensor accuracy.
6.3.1 Changing Map
Figure 6.3 shows the two maps; map M1 with 1129 robot poses and 286 land-
marks; and map M2 with 2064 robot poses and 777 features. Each map presents a
different challenge, i.e., in M1 there are 2 loop closures and robot trajectory does
not terminate at the start location, whereas in M2 there are 5 loop closures and
robot returns to its start location. Table 6.1 shows that GTSAM average RMSE
in robot pose is greater for map M2 than M1 for all noise combinations except for
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(a) Map M1 with 1129 robot poses and
286 landmarks. The robot trajectory is
544.50m long with 2 loop closures but
robot does not return to start.
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(b) Map M2 with 2064 robot poses and
777 landmarks. The robot trajectory is
1000.87m long with 5 loop closures.
Figure 6.3: The two scenarios used in the simulations and comparisons.
α = 1, β = 4. We note GTSAM suffers more catastrophic failures in map M2 than
map M1 (Table 6.1). This is despite the fact that there are more loop closures in M2
and robot returns to start. The previous observation may be attributed to the trajec-
tory in M2 (≈ 1000m) being longer than in M1 (≈ 500m) which results in odometery
based initial guess being further from the ground truth than for map M1. An in-
teresting difference emerges, for all noise combinations in the case of RFM-SLAM,
average RMSE for map M2 is smaller than that for M1 despite the trajectory in M2
being twice as long as that of M1. This may be attributed to two factors; (i) RFM-
SLAM is able to exploit the graph topology for M2 [78] (multiple loop closures) in
the orientation estimation phase; (ii) using range bearing measurements to augment
relative orientation estimation provides a measure of robustness to the on-manifold
optimization problem and purely odometery-based initial guess plays no role in the
estimation process.
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Figure 6.4: Behavior of RMSE in robot position as odometery noise level α is in-
creased for different β. The solid blue curves depict RFM-SLAM behavior and dashed
magenta curves are for GTSAM.
6.3.2 Increasing Proprioceptive Odometery Noise
Figure 6.4 shows that for low odometery noise α = 1 both methods perform com-
parably (same order of magnitude in RMSE) in both scenarios. For α = 1, in the
case of map M1 GTSAM performs better than RFM-SLAM for low range bearing
noise. Increasing the proprioceptive odometery noise has the effect of reducing the
quality of initial guess that GTSAM relies on which is evident from Figs. 6.4(a) and
6.4(b). In both maps, as α is increased, RFM-SLAM performance degrades much
slower compared to GTSAM, where in map M2 particularly (Fig. 6.5(b)) GTSAM
shows a rapid decline in solution accuracy. We take the case of β = 1 to highlight the
variation in solution accuracy as odometeric noise is increased from lowest (α = 1)
to its highest (α = 4) value. In the case of M1, GTSAM solution accuracy degrades
from 1.004m to 5.389m as the number of catastrophic failures increased from 0 to 4,
whereas RFM-SLAM accuracy degrades from 1.475m to 2.256m. In the case of M2,
GTSAM solution accuracy degrades rapidly by 1709.3% as RMSE rises from 1.718m
to 31.084m due to the number of catastrophic failures rising from 1 to 18 whereas
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Figure 6.5: Behavior of RMSE in robot position as range bearing noise level β is
increased for different α.
RFM-SLAM accuracy reduces gently from 0.859m to 0.982m. Thus simulation re-
sults show that RFM-SLAM solution accuracy degrades gracefully for both maps
with increasing noise as it does not suffer catastrophic failure whereas GTSAM’s
performance is dominated by its sensitivity to the initial guess error (odometery).
6.3.3 Increasing Range Bearing Sensor Noise
Figure 6.5 shows that for the lowest odometeric noise value (α = 1), both methods
show a well defined behavior in RMSE growth as β increases. We look at the variation
in error between lowest (β = 1) and highest (β = 4) range bearing sensor noise when
proprioceptive odometery noise is lowest (α = 1). In map M1 as β increases from
1 to 4, RFM-SLAM RMSE rises from 1.475m to 5.028m, for GTSAM in the same
map, we see a rise from 1.004m to 2.687m. In case of map M2, RFM-SLAM RMSE
increases from 0.859m to 4.4m (418% increase) whereas for GTSAM we see a rise
from 1.718m to 1.771m. Thus RFM-SLAM exhibits a higher relative increase in
RMSE than GTSAM for increasing β. Thus simulation results show that compared
to GTSAM, RFM-SLAM performance is dominated by range bearing sensor noise.
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6.3.4 Discussion on Results
Each method has a dominating factor that affects its behavior; for RFM-SLAM
it is the range bearing sensor noise as we rely on this information in the orientation
optimization phase; for GTSAM it is the proprioceptive odometery as it relies on
odometery to bootstrap the solver. However, our results indicate that for all noise
values, RFM-SLAM remains free of catastrophic failures due to which RMSE growth
behaves well unlike in the case of GTSAM where the propensity of catastrophic
failures increases with odometeric noise. In the case of GTSAM we see an order
of magnitude increase in maximum RMSE over RFM-SLAM (≈ 40m vs. ≈ 7m)
at α = 4, β = 3. In few cases, GTSAM failed to converge to a solution, these
numbers are also reported in Table 6.1. Further as the number of robot poses grows,
odometery based initial guess diverges in an unbounded manner which may tend
to dominate the solution accuracy in existing methods compared to noise in range
bearing sensing.
6.4 Discussion
In Section 6.2.2.1, two approximations are involved. The first in calculation of
error covariance of relative orientation constraints and the second in transformation
from DCM parameters to a scalar angle value. Both involve a linearization that
works well in practice as demonstrated by results in Section 6.3. However in cases
where the initial guess is of very high-quality, standard non-linear optimization may
provide better accuracy as this approximation is not involved (see Fig. 6.4).
Extending to 3D: The global orientation optimization problem given relative
measurements (Eq. 6.9) does not change from 2D to 3D. A minor difference arises in
solving for relative orientation at loop closure (Eq. 6.3) where a robot would require
observations to 3 features from two poses as 9 constraints are required to solve for the
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DCM (Ck ∈ R3×3 in SO(3)). Further, the linear position estimation problem of Eq.
6.12 also remains identical. The key difference occurs in computing the uncertainty
over global orientation estimates as the 3D rotation problem cannot be setup similar
to the 2D case (Eq. 6.8). In 3D, relative orientations measurements are not linear
in robot orientation, rather they are non-linear functions of rotation parameters. In
this regard, the work of [39] develops an analysis for first-order error propagation in
3D rotation estimation which may be applicable to future extension of this work.
A novel approach to solving the feature-based SLAM problem was presented that
exploits separation of robot orientation from position estimation. Empirical results
indicate that RFM-SLAM is able to avoid catastrophic failure and solution accuracy
behaves well under varying noise conditions. Decoupling orientation estimation from
position exhibits a distinct advantage in that robust solutions can be obtained which
one may use to bootstrap full non-linear optimization solvers. Chapters 5 and 6 are
limited in application to simulation based studies. Further a more common approach
to SLAM is to use LiDAR in a scan-matching based approach for large scale SLAM.
In the next chapter, develop an approach to 2D scan matching-based pose graph
SLAM with absolute orientation sensing which is widely applicable to real-world
settings.
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7. POSE-GRAPH SLAM WITH ABSOLUTE ORIENTATION SENSING
It is well understood that a difficult problem in mobile robot autonomy is the
challenge of long-term navigation using only on-board sensors in large GPS-denied
environments. An important practical example are material handling robots that
move goods (boxes, pallets etc.) in large warehouses and distribution centers. Since
installing beacons, markers or guide cables is expensive, robots are often expected
start without prior knowledge of the map. Therefore robust, accurate localization
and mapping is necessary for reliable operation.
Figure 7.1: Robotic material handling in operation at a warehouse [1].
A common sensor for 2D mapping is LiDAR. In 2D LiDAR-based SLAM, robot
designers overcome the unknown map problem by first driving a robot manually to
gather and store measurements (e.g., laser scans) and then the process measurements
offline to build detailed maps. A common technique to solve the SLAM problem is to
use relative pose-graph SLAM. Pose-graph SLAM uses a two-pronged approach; (i) a
front-end which maintains an estimate of the robot pose using correlative scan match-
ing [108] or other suitable techniques and computes data association between current
and past observations, and (ii) a back-end which solves the non-linear optimization
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to compute the history of robot poses. Once the history of poses is computed, Li-
DAR scans are superimposed on the associated poses to build a map.
As discussed earlier, a major caveat of SLAM techniques is that to correct estimation
drift they often rely on loop closure, i.e., revisiting previously seen locations and
correctly associating sensor information to data previously stored in the map. Loop
closure is sensitive to data association accuracy and wrong data associations can lead
to catastrophic failure of the SLAM system as shown in Fig. 7.2(a) and previously in
Chapter 6. Moreover, data association reliability is limited by localization accuracy.
LiDAR sensors are known to be accurate in range, but scan matching (even when
assisted by gyros) may often compute corrupt estimates of relative rotation between
two poses. Thus localization drift causes map quality to degrade as the scale of
environment increases, see Fig. 7.2(b).
Contributions: We propose a method for 2D SLAM that fuses absolute orienta-
tion sensing (using cameras that track stable structural features), with range-scan
measurements using a LiDAR. Realistic simulation studies show that our proposed
method does not fail in mapping whereas existing state-of-the-art meth-
ods fail ≈ 40%−50% of the times (see Table 7.2). We conduct a detailed analysis
of the effect of noisy relative orientation measurements and show that for long-term
autonomy, absolute orientation measurements are critical to achieving robust local-
ization and mapping. We demonstrate our approach successfully on a physical system
in a real-world setting with a commercially available mobile robotics platform.
We call our approach LOGO-SLAM (Linear Orientation-based Graph Optimiza-
tion for SLAM). Our proposed method is the first to demonstrate that a highly
significant advantage, both in terms of localization accuracy, and consequently, ro-
bustness to failure, is achieved by directly using absolute orientation sensing in rela-
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tive pose-graph SLAM. Furthermore, we claim that absolute orientation information
may be robustly sensed in a variety of indoor scenarios by leveraging structural fea-
tures. This concept is akin to star trackers that track far-off persistent features like
star patterns to get global orientation in aerospace applications. For example, in
industrial buildings, the ceiling lighting or corrugation is usually aligned along one
direction. Thus, the true north of the building can be fixed in the direction of ceiling
features and a vehicle can estimate its orientation with respect to the building by
observing the ceiling. The benefit of this approach can be clearly seen in Fig. 7.2.
For 3D applications, vertical columns or pillars may be used to infer roll and pitch
information however we limit the scope of this work to 2D planar SLAM.
7.1 Preliminaries and Problem
Let x = {x0, . . . ,xn} be a set of n + 1 poses, describing the robot position
and orientation at each time k. In 2D (planar) problems, xk = [p
T
k θk]
T ∈ SE(2),
where pk ∈ R2 is the position and θk ∈ SO(2) is the heading. Let ξij be a relative
measurement of pose j w.r.t to pose i then,
ξij =
l∆ij = Ri(pj − pi)
δθij = θj − θi
 (7.1)
where Ri is the rotation matrix composed by θi. In the general setting, ξij
is corrupted by noise, thus ξˆij = ξij + vij, where vij is assumed to be zero-mean
Gaussian. Let l∆ be the vector of relative position measurements in the local frame
at each pose. If robot orientation θ∗ is known at each pose, then the SLAM problem
simply becomes
w∆ = R(θ∗)T l∆. (7.2)
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(a) Catastrophic mapping failure re-
sults in a twisted map that is unusable
by a robot for real-world tasks. Such
failures are quite common with SLAM
implementations.
(b) Localization error vs. time. Map-
ping failure is driven by localization
error which usually results in erro-
neous data association in the SLAM
front-end.
(c) Reliable mapping that is suitable
to be used by a robot for real-world
tasks.
(d) Localization error vs. time. Unlike
in Fig. 7.2(b), the localization error is
bounded.
Figure 7.2: Simulation result for existing state-of-the-art vs. proposed approach: Figures
(a) and (b) show an example of mapping failure for a building with a floor area of 78,240
sq. ft. The floor plan is based on an HEB grocery store located in College Station, Texas.
We used a state-of-the-art front-end [63], [108] and g2o [88] for the back-end. The solution
failed in approximately 60% of the experiments that were run. Figures (b) and (c) show
an example of successful mapping for the same environment. We used our novel approach
which fuses absolute orientation information with a state of the art front-end [63], [108]
and our back-end graph solver. Our approach succeeded in every one of the experiments
that were run.
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We know that w∆ = A′p where where A′ is a matrix composed of elements in the
set {−1, 0, 1} and p is the vector of robot positions in the global frame. Thus, when
robot orientation θ is known, the position estimation problem is linear. Moreover,
when unbiased global heading measurements are available, the problem can be very
accurately linearized. This is the key insight that provides our method with high
localization accuracy providing unparalleled robustness in the front-end and enabling
computationally low-cost linear-least squares solution for the back-end. The same
concept generalizes to 3D problems where the relative orientation measurement θj−θi
may be represented as RjR
T
i .
7.2 Method
We now proceed to describe our approach in detail. Our method comprises three
key aspects:
1. Using commonly occurring structural cues to sense absolute orientation of the
robot. In an indoor setting, absolute orientation is measured relative to the
building North.
2. Fusing absolute orientation measurements to the SLAM front-end, i.e., in our
case to a scan matching algorithm.
3. Solving a batch optimization problem, to compute global estimates at loop
closure by fusing relative pose measurements and absolute orientation sensing.
The next section deals with the issue of orientation sensing. In Section 7.2.2 we
describe how the heading measurements are fused with the front-end in a filtering
based scheme. Section 7.2.3 describes the batch optimization method to solve for
loop closure and finally in Section 7.2.4 a discussion is presented for our approach.
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7.2.1 Absolute Orientation Sensing
We seek independent absolute orientation estimates of the robot heading. In
an indoor environment, we may use the relative heading of the robot w.r.t to the
building’s fixed North. Our orientation sensing method works by detecting structural
features of the environment. In most indoor environments, e.g., offices, factories,
warehouses etc. the ceiling structure usually has straight line features that are easy
to detect. For example, ceiling corrugation in most industrial buildings is aligned
along one direction which can be detected by a ceiling facing camera.
Several works in the field of vision-based SLAM [55, 132, 42, 151] have demon-
strated the advantages of tracking line (edge) features. Compared to these methods,
we do not explicitly map line features as part of the SLAM process. In [32] the
authors present a method to detect camera orientation from a monocular image by
assuming Manhattan world constraints on the environment. An in-depth discus-
sion of these contributions is beyond the scope of this work. However we note that
structural line features fall into two main categories, the horizontal group (ceiling
corrugation, lighting, floor tiles etc.) and the vertical group (pillars, door frames,
wall corners etc.). Lines in the horizontal group may be used to provide heading
information and vertical lines are quite reliable for deducing roll and pitch. In this
work, we restrict ourselves to tracking horizontal line features to determine heading.
Algorithm 4 describes the process of estimating ceiling direction.
Figure 7.8(c) shows a polar plot of the histogram generated in Algorithm 4 in
one of our simulation runs. Note that line direction is inherently ambiguous, i.e., it
may not be possible to differentiate North from South (likewise from East to West).
Therefore gyro data is used in the intermediate time between absolute orientation
measurements to propagate the robot heading. Gyros usually provide data at >
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Algorithm 4: Orientation Estimation from Structural Cues
1 Input: I,W, b
2 I is the input image
3 l← Extract line features from image I
4 [θ1, θ2, . . . , θn]← Compute orientation of the lines in local frame of image I
5 h← Create histogram of the orientation data with bins of width b in range
[0, 2pi)
6 imax ← Get index of bin with maximum measurements
7 hW ← Extract a window of width W around the bin imax
8 θc, σ
2
θc
← Compute the weighted mean of observations in window
9 θc ← Wrap θc in range [0, pi)
10 return θc, σ
2
θc
;
100Hz and therefore can be used to account for the angle wrap-around issue in
absolute orientation detection. To estimate the robot heading, initial heading at
time t0 is assumed to be known (usually θ0 = 0). In the proceeding section, we
describe how absolute orientation measurements are fused in the SLAM front-end.
7.2.2 Heading Assisted Front-End
We develop a modified version of the correlative scan matching method of [108] for
our front-end. To the scan matching based front-end we add a Kalman filter after
the scan match step. This Kalman filter fuses relative orientation estimates from
scan matching with absolute orientation estimates as computed previously (using a
ceiling facing camera and gyro). Let θ¯k ∼ N (θk, σ2θ¯k) be the absolute orientation
measurement at time tk and θˆ
+
k−1 be the heading estimate of the robot at tk−1. Let
δθˆk−1,k ∼ N (δθk−1,k, σ2δθk−1,k) be the relative orientation measurement from pose xk−1
to xk as computed by scan matching, Then θˆk is computed as follows.
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Figure 7.3: The LOGO-SLAM architecture. A flowchart depicting how sensor data
flows and the various computation modules.
First the relative orientation estimate is used to compute a prediction,
θˆ−k = θˆ
+
k−1 + δθˆk−1,k
σ2
−
θk
= σ2
+
θk−1 + σ
2
δθk−1,k (7.3)
Then, the absolute orientation measurement is used to compute the update as
follows,
y˜k = θ¯k − θˆ−k
sk = σ
2
θ¯k
+ σ2
−
θk
Kk = σ
2−
θk
s−1k
θˆ+k = θˆ
−
k +Kky˜k
σ2
+
θk
= (1−Kk)σ2−θk (7.4)
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At the update step, we use an innovation filter as a form of error checking. This
is due to the fact that an erroneous scan match solution can produce corrupt yet
confident (inconsistent) estimate of relative pose transformation. If passed into the
back-end, an inconsistent relative pose estimate can result in egregious localization
and mapping errors. Thus at time tk if the innovation signal y˜k > ψ, where ψ is
a user defined threshold parameter, then the scan match is rejected and the robot
relies purely on wheel odometry to update its localization estimate at time tk.
7.2.3 Backend
Our SLAM back-end uses the graph generated by the front-end along with ab-
solute orientation data and solves a two step optimization problem. The first step
is the estimation of robot orientation using the absolute orientation and relative ori-
entation measurements followed by a second step in which a linearized least-squares
optimization problem is solved for the robot position. We now proceed to describe
both these steps in further detail.
7.2.3.1 Orientation Estimation
Robot orientation θ ∈ (−pi, pi], thus as the robot navigates, the relative orientation
measurements do not provide information about the angle wrap around. Let δθi,j to
be the relative orientation measurement from pose xi to xj, then
δθi,j = φ(θj − θi), (7.5)
where φ is the module operator such that φ(θ) ∈ (−pi, pi]. Thus the regularized
relative orientation measurement δθ¯ is
δθi,j = θj − θi + 2kijpi. (7.6)
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Here kij is the integer ambiguity. In [24], the authors present an integer ambiguity
approximation approach which exploits the fact that relative orientation measure-
ments over a cycle in the graph add up to 0. In our approach, since absolute orienta-
tion measurements are available, the integer ambiguity can be simply be calculated
as
kij = round((δθi,j − (θ¯j − θ¯i))/2pi). (7.7)
Once the regularization constants are computed, we formulate a linear estimation
problem by stacking together the absolute orientation measurement vector θ¯ and
regularized relative orientation measurement vector δθ as
β =
δθ
θ¯
 =
B′ 0
0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
θ +
vδθ
vθ¯
 , (7.8)
which can be solved for the global orientation estimate as
θˆ = (BTR−1β B)
−1BTR−1β β, (7.9)
and the estimate error covariance is Σθ = (B
TR−1β B)
−1.
7.2.3.2 Position Estimation
Position estimation in this problem is nearly identical to the method presented
in Section 6.2.3, a key difference being that here we do not need to map any feature
positions explicitly. Once a global orientation estimate θˆ is computed, we proceed
to compute robot position at each pose. From Eq. 7.1 we know that a relative pose
measurement from pose xi to xj contains a relative position measurement ∆ as
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l∆ij = Ri(pj − pi), (7.10)
where l∆ij is the displacement measured in the local frame of pose xi and pi,pj
are the 2D positions. Abusing notation slightly, let l∆ˆ ∼ N (l∆, lR∆) be the vector
of all local relative position measurements. The vector of local relative measurements
l∆ˆ can be transformed to the global frame similar to Eq. 7.2. Thus replacing Ri
with R(θˆi), and using Eq. 7.2, we can formulate the linear estimation problem as
w∆ˆ = Rˆ l∆ˆ = A′p + wv∆. (7.11)
Rˆ = R(θˆ) is the corresponding composition of rotation matrices parametrized by
the estimated heading θˆ, p is the vector of robot positions, A′ is a matrix with each
row containing elements of the set {−1, 0,+1} and wv∆ ∼ N (0, wR∆ = CT lR∆C)
is the noise vector.
From Section 7.2.3.1, we know that due to correlated heading estimates, solving
Eq. 7.11 directly would result in an erroneous estimate as the correlations have not
been accounted for yet. After computing the orientation estimates θˆ along with the
transformed global relative position measurements we stack them to give us a new
measurement vector γ. Then we have
γ = hw(
l∆,θ) + vw =
Rˆ l∆ˆ
θˆ
 =
A′ 0
0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
p
θ
+
wv∆
vθ
 . (7.12)
The error covariance Rγ of measurement vector γ is then given by,
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Rγ = ∇¯hw
lR∆ 0
0 Σθ
 ∇¯Thw (7.13)
where ∇¯hw is the Jacobian of measurement function hw (Eq. 7.12) given by
∇¯hw =
R M l∆ˆ
0 I
 , (7.14)
where M = ∂C
T
∂θ
. Thus we have
Rγ =
wR∆ + MΣθMT MΣθ
ΣθM
T Σθ
 . (7.15)
Finally, the solution to the linear estimation problem of Eq. 7.12 is given by
p∗
θ∗
 = (ATR−1γ A)−1ATR−1γ γ. (7.16)
Note that the above equation involves the inversion of a large sparse matrix Rγ .
We use the same trick as in Eq. 6.17 to analytically compute the information matrix.
7.2.4 Analysis
Fusing orientation information is the key to adding robustness in the front-end
and back-end. A robust front-end with accurate localization is able to make robust
data associations for correlative scan matching in both local submaps and for global
loop closure detection. Small errors in relative orientation estimates add up over time
to create rapid growth in position error when unchecked with absolute orientation
measurements. This problem arises due to the non-linear nature (trigonometric func-
tions) of orientation. It is one of the key reasons why practical SLAM applications
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often require a human to manually fix maps and correct loop closure constraints. We
now proceed to first present an analysis of growth in position error due noisy rela-
tive orientation measurements followed by a discussion the accuracy of orientation
estimation itself.
Let x0 = [0, 0, 0]
T be the pose of the robot at time t0 which is known. Let
l∆ij
be the local relative position measurement and δθˆij to be the relative orientation
measurement between poses xi and xj. At each relative orientation measurement,
let δθ˜ij be a small error, hence
δθˆij = δθij + δθ˜ij. (7.17)
Then, 2D position pn of pose xn is given by,
pn = x0 +
n−1∑
i=0
w∆i,i+1. (7.18)
The above equation can be expanded as
pn = x0 +
l∆01 + . . .+ (
i=n−2∏
i=0
R(δθi,i+1))
l∆k−1,k. (7.19)
We can condense the above equation as,
pn = x0 +
n∑
k=1
[
(
i=k−2∏
i=0
R(δθi,i+1))
l∆k−1,k
]
. (7.20)
7.2.4.1 Noisy Relative Orientation Measurements
We proceed to analyze the case when only relative orientation measurements are
noisy. For clarity of presentation and without loss of generality; (i) we drop the pose
subscript and use the fact that x0 is the origin, (ii) we assume that relative rotation
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at each step for the true motion of the robot is fixed, thus we fix R(δθi,i+1)) as
R(δθ)) and (iii) the relative linear displacement l∆n−1,n is fixed to ∆ and is known
perfectly. Then using Eq. 7.20 we have
pn =
n∑
k=1
(R(δθ))k−1∆. (7.21)
Using the above equation, assuming that the only measurement error is in the
relative orientation information, the estimated 2D position pˆn is given by,
pˆn =
∑n
k=1(R(δθˆ))
k−1∆
=
∑n
k=1(R(δθ)R(δθ˜))
k−1∆. (7.22)
Then the error ep at pose xn is
epn =
n∑
k=1
((R(δθ)R(δθ˜))k−1 − (R(δθ))k−1)∆. (7.23)
Setting R(δθ) = I without loss of generality, we have
epn =
n∑
k=1
((R(δθ˜))k−1 − I)∆. (7.24)
Assuming small noise, i.e., small δθ˜, and using cos(δθ˜) ≈ 1, sin(δθ˜) ≈ δθ˜ we can
write R(δθ˜) as
R(δθ˜) =
cos(δθ˜) −sin(δθ˜)
sin(δθ˜) cos(δθ˜)
 =
 1 −δθ˜
δθ˜ 1
 . (7.25)
We have
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R(δθ˜)2 =
1− δθ2 −2δθ˜
2δθ˜ 1− δθ2
 ≈
 1 −2δθ˜
2δθ˜ 1
 . (7.26)
Generalizing the above result,
R(δθ˜)k ≈
 1 −kδθ˜
kδθ˜ 1
 . (7.27)
Thus using the above equation and Eq. 7.24, we get
epn =
n∑
k=1
 0 −(k − 1)δθ˜
(k − 1)δθ˜ 0
∆ (7.28)
Setting ∆ = [1, 1]T , and using the fact that sum of first n natural numbers is
n(n+ 1)/2, we get
epn =
− (n−1)(n−2)2 δθ˜
(n−1)(n−2)
2
δθ˜
∆. (7.29)
Thus the error in position grows quadratically as the robot moves, Fig. 7.4(b)
confirms this with empirical results. For zero-mean Gaussian noise we have, using
Eq. 7.24 (setting R(δθ˜) = R˜)
E[epn ] =
∑n
k=1((E[R˜])k−1 − I)∆ (7.30)
= 0 (7.31)
and
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Coefficient Value 95% confidence bounds
p1 37.62 (17.41, 57.83)
p2 510.4 (272.1, 748.7)
p3 1750 (1060, 2440)
Table 7.1: Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds) for Eq. 7.33.
V ar(epn) = e
T
pnepn . (7.32)
For ∆ = [1, 1]T , Fig. 7.4(a) shows the terminal position error for n = 1000
poses (1000m trajectory) averaged over 50 runs for varying relative orientation noise
values. It clearly shows the super-linear growth in position error for small relative
heading measurement errors. The position error fits a quadratic polynomial (using
MATLAB fit function) with the coefficient values in Table 7.1. Figure 7.4(b) shows
the variation in terminal position error as the trajectory length is increased from 1m
to 100km for a small heading error standard deviation of 0.05◦. We draw attention to
the fact that position error grows super-linearly (quadratic) as the robot moves and
the
√
trace(V ar(ep)) bound is ≈ 50% of the distance traveled at 100km. Thus, if
heading estimates are not fixed with accurate global measurements, the SLAM-front
end is bound to drift and have large uncertainty such that it may not be able to
detect a loop closure.
fey = p1(log(δθ˜))
2 + p2(log(δθ˜)) + p3 (7.33)
7.2.4.2 Noisy Relative Position Measurements
We proceed to analyze the case when only relative position measurements are
noisy. Using Eq. 7.20 and for clarity of presentation and without loss of generality;
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Figure 7.4: Numerical results for analysis in Section 7.2.4 for 50 monte carlo sim-
ulations with only relative orientation measurement noise. (a) Average terminal
position error with
√
trace(V ar(ep)) bounds after 100 steps as σδθ˜ varies from
[0.05◦, 0.1◦, 0.2◦, 0.3◦, 0.4◦, 0.5◦]. The x-axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale for clear
visualization. Note the super-linear growth in position error as relative orientation
noise is stepped up. (b) Average terminal position error with
√
trace(V ar(ep))
bounds for heading noise σδθ˜ = 0.05
◦. The trajectory length was varied from 1m to
100km. Note that at 100km the
√
trace(V ar(ep)) bound is ≈ 50km which is 50%
of the distance traveled.
(i) we drop the pose subscript and use the fact that x0 is the origin, (ii) we assume
that relative rotation at each step for the true motion of the robot is perfectly known
thus we fix R(δθi,i+1) as R(δθ) = I. Then we have
pn =
n∑
k=1
∆k−1,k. (7.34)
With noisy measurements we have
pˆn =
n∑
k=1
(∆k−1,k + ∆˜k−1,k), (7.35)
where ∆˜k−1,k is the zero-mean Gaussian noise in relative position measurements.
The position estimation error ep at the n-th pose is
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Figure 7.5: Numerical results for analysis in Section 7.2.4 for 50 monte carlo simula-
tions with only relative position measurement noise. (a) Average terminal position
error with
√
trace(V ar(ep)) bounds after 100 steps as σ∆˜x , σ∆˜y varies from 0.1m to
1.0m in steps of 0.1m. (b) Average terminal position error with
√
trace(V ar(ep))
bounds for heading noise σ∆˜x = σ∆˜y = 1m. The trajectory length was varied from
1m to 100km. Note that at 100km the
√
trace(V ar(ep)) bound is ≈ 1000m which
is 1% of the distance traveled.
en =
n∑
k=1
(∆˜k−1,k). (7.36)
Setting ∆˜k−1,k = ∆˜, we can re-write the above equation as
en = n∆˜. (7.37)
Thus the error in position grows linearly as the robot moves. We contrast this
with the case where we have only relative orientation noise wherein position error
grows quadratically. From a probabilistic perspective, we have the expected error
E[en] = 0. (7.38)
The variance in the error,
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V ar[en] = e
T
nen. (7.39)
Eq. 7.36 shows that position error is linear in the relative position error measure-
ment.
Figure 7.5(a) shows the terminal position error for n = 1000 poses (1000m tra-
jectory) averaged over 50 runs for varying relative position measurement noise val-
ues. Compared to the case wherein we varied only relative orientation noise, there
is a marked difference in the behavior of terminal position error as shown in Fig.
7.4(a). The primary difference being that with increasing relative orientation noise,
the terminal position error grows monotonically in a quadratic fashion whereas for
only noisy relative position the error fluctuates. Figure 7.5(b) shows the variation
in terminal position error as the trajectory length is increased from 1m to 100km
for a relatively high relative position error (standard deviation of position error is
1m which is equivalent one-step motion of the robot). We draw attention to
the fact that position error growth is linear with noisy relative position
measurements whereas it is quadratic with noisy relative orientation mea-
surements. Note that the
√
trace(V ar(ep)) bound is 1% of the distance traveled
at 100km whereas with small relative orientation noise of 0.05◦ the same bound is
≈ 50% of the distance moved. This clearly indicates that; (i) the cumulative effect
of small deviations in relative orientation measurements results in unreliable local-
ization for long-term autonomy and (ii) localization uncertainty has the capability
to render data-associations for global loop closure detection quite unreliable. Unless
absolute orientation measurements are available to correct drift before loop closure,
long-term autonomous navigation is a hard problem to tackle.
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7.2.4.3 Noisy Relative Position and Orientation Measurements
We proceed to analyze the general case when both relative orientation and po-
sition measurements are noisy. For clarity of presentation and without loss of gen-
erality; (i) we drop the pose subscript and use the fact that x0 is the origin, (ii) we
assume that relative rotation at each step for the true motion of the robot is fixed,
thus we fix R(δθi,i+1) as R(δθ) and (iii) the relative linear displacement
l∆n−1,n is
fixed to ∆ and is known perfectly. Then using Eq. 7.20 we have
pn =
n∑
k=1
(R(δθ))k−1∆. (7.40)
Using the above equation, the estimated 2D position pˆn is given by,
pˆn =
∑n
k=1(R(δθˆ))
k−1∆ˆ
=
∑n
k=1(R(δθ)R(δθ˜))
k−1[∆ + ∆˜]. (7.41)
Substituting R = R(δθ) and R˜ = R(δθ˜), and using en = pˆn − pn the error in
position can then be written as
en =
[ n∑
k=1
Rk−1(R˜k−1 − I)]∆ + [ n∑
k=1
(RR˜)k−1
]
∆˜. (7.42)
Using knowledge of Eq. 7.28 we can write the above result as,
en =
[ n∑
k=1
Rk−1
 0 −(k − 1)δθ˜
(k − 1)δθ˜ 0
 ]∆+[ n∑
k=1
(R)k−1
 1 −(k − 1)δθ˜
(k − 1)δθ˜ 1
 ]∆˜.
(7.43)
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Thus position error is quadratic in the number of poses (i.e., distance moved)
when relative orientation noise δθ˜ is present and linear in the relative position noise
∆˜.
7.2.4.4 Noisy Relative Position with Absolute Orientation Measurements
We now show that with absolute orientation sensing, the compounding growth
in localization error due to noisy relative orientation measurements can be easily
avoided. We proceed to analyze the case when only position measurements are noisy
and unbiased zero-mean Gaussian noise absolute orientation estimates are available.
For clarity of presentation and without loss of generality; (i) we drop the pose sub-
script and use the fact that x0 is the origin, (ii) we assume that relative linear
displacement l∆i,i+1 is fixed to ∆ and is known perfectly. Then using Eq. 7.20 we
have the estimated pose
pˆn =
n∑
k=1
[
R(θ¯k) ∆
]
, (7.44)
where θ¯k ∼ N (θk, σ2θ¯k) is the absolute orientation measurement at time tk. Each
absolute orientation measurement is independent thus there is no multiplicative effect
of noisy relative orientation measurements. Thus position error is given by
en =
[ n∑
k=1
(R(θ¯k)−R(θk))
]
∆ +
[ n∑
k=1
R(θ¯k)
]
∆˜. (7.45)
We can see from the above equation that position error grows linearly in the
distance moved.
7.3 Simulation Results
We tested our approach in multiple high fidelity simulations. To simulate a re-
alistic scenario we obtained the floor plan (shown in Fig. 7.6(a)) for a large local
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HEB grocery store with a 78, 000 square feet footprint with a 36 foot high ceiling in
College Station, Texas. Using the floor plan we constructed a virtual store environ-
ment in 3D and drove a turtlebot equipped with a 2D Lidar, gyro, wheel encoders
and a ceiling facing camera (orientation sensing) using Gazebo in ROS. Figure 7.6(b)
shows a virtual turtlebot operation in the simulated environment. To generate the
simulation results we created a series of waypoints through the building which the
robot must follow during each Monte Carlo run.
(a) Unscaled floor plan of the physical
building.
(b) A virtual turtlebot operating in a
grocery store environment modeled in
Gazebo.
Figure 7.6: (a) Shows the unscaled floor plan for a local grocery store which was used
to model the virtual environment. Building scale was estimated using Google earth.
(b) Shows an instance of a virtual turtlebot operating in the simulated environment.
7.3.1 Heading Estimation
Figure 7.7 shows pictures taken at the real-world facility. The ceiling has dis-
tinctly visible corrugation patterns and structured light fixtures. The ceiling texture
of the virtual grocery store replicates the corrugation pattern observed in the phys-
ical building. A ceiling facing camera is used to detect line features arising from
the corrugated roofing. We use the heading estimation method as described in Sec-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.7: The ceiling of the actual physical grocery store on which the virtual
environment was modeled. Note that in (a) and (b) the ceiling corrugation pattern
is strongly visible. In (c) we can see that the rows of lights hanging from the ceiling
also follow a strict pattern which may be detected and easily used as an orientation
feature.
tion 7.2.1. Figure 7.8 shows images of the simulated ceiling and a polar plot of the
ceiling direction histogram. We use a bin size b = 0.1◦ for the histogram operation
described in Section 7.2.1. Fig. 7.9 shows the heading estimation error over a 400s
drive through the simulated grocery store environment.
7.3.2 Mapping and Localization
Table 7.2 shows the RMS localization error for a total of 200 runs with two
different LiDAR ranges of 20m and 30m. With our approach the average RMS
position error was 1 order of magnitude smaller than the standard pose-graph SLAM
approach. The results in Table 7.2 show that while the standard approach suffered
a catastrophic failure 40%− 50% of the times our approach never resulted in a
failure. Fig. 7.2 shows a comparison of maps created for 1 particular run. As can be
seen from these results, the proposed approach constitutes a significant robustness
improvement in mapping over the current state of the art. Figure 7.10 shows mapping
failure and localization error for one simulation run with existing state-of-the-art
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.8: The ceiling direction estimation process for an image captured from the
ceiling camera in the simulation study. (a) Shows a view of the ceiling in the sim-
ulated grocery store model. It replicates the corrugation pattern present on typical
industrial building roofings. In (c) we see results of the line detection algorithm (red)
and the calculated ceiling direction (green). In (d) the ceiling direction measurements
are plotted on polar histogram, the plot shows a strong response for ”major” direc-
tion of the ceiling, i.e., building North-South. Note that in the histogram shows that
lines were detected in two directions (perpendicular to each other), this is due to
the fact that lines were detected from secondary features (beams etc.), i.e., not the
ceiling corrugation as shown in (b).
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.9: Heading estimate (red) and the true value (red) for a simulation run in
the grocery store environment. (a) Shows the heading estimate and ground truth for
a 200s period. In (b) we zoom into a ≈ 40s window. Note that heading estimates
lag behind the ground truth, this can be attributed to the orientation measurement
update rate ≈ 30Hz.
methods. The scan matching algorithm detects an incorrect loop closure due to drift
in localization which corrupts the map and the localization diverges rapidly from the
ground truth. This error is representative of the most commonly occurring reason
for mapping failure in scan matching based techniques.
7.4 Physical Experiment Results
We conducted physical experiments with a retrofitted turtlebot to demonstrate
the reliability of our mapping algorithm in a warehouse, which is a commonly occur-
ring industrial robotics environment. The facility used was Texas A&M University’s
Surplus warehouse located at 957 Agronomy Rd, College Station, Texas (see Fig.
7.11(a)). The facility has a total floor area of 66, 000 sq. ft. The warehouse is a
dynamic environment with constantly moving people, vehicles and equipment.
7.4.1 Robot Setup
The robot used in our experiments is shown in Fig. 7.12. It is equipped with
easily available low-cost commercial sensors:
1. A 360◦ LiDAR (RP Lidar) with a range of 5m.
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Figure 7.10: Simulation results for one experiment with 30m range. (a) Shows
the mapping failure that results in faulty loop closure detection. (b) Shows the
localization error at each pose. Note that around pose 400, loop closure makes a
faulty estimation which results in a catastrophic failure.
2. A monocular ceiling facing camera (Pt Grey Chameleon) is used. The camera
runs at 30Hz, with an image resolution of 640× 480.
3. A Razor 9-DOF IMU, of which only the yaw rate gyro is used.
4. A commercial off-the-shelf laptop (Dell Latitude E5430, Core-i7 2.4 GHz, 12
GB RAM) for computational purposes and data logging purposes.
The objective with this robot setup was to show that we are able to achieve highly
reliable mapping using low-cost commercial sensors for large scale environments. We
drove the robot around the facility and used ROS bags to store the data. The data
was then post-processed using our approach and state-of-the-art. Thus identical
sensor data was used for both estimates.
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(a) The building measures 95m × 64m
and is a dynamic environment with con-
stantly moving people, vehicles (vans,
forklifts etc.) and goods.
(b) Robot’s view from its forward fac-
ing camera. The ceiling has clearly vis-
ible lighting fixtures which are used as
orientation information sources.
Figure 7.11: (a) Google Earth view of Texas A&M University’s surplus warehouse
facility. (b) Front-view from the robot’s camera at the start of the mapping run.
Figure 7.12: Side-view of the physical robot used in real-world warehouse experiment.
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7.4.2 Heading Estimation
An initial survey of the warehouse facility revealed that the ceiling was equipped
with rectangular light fixtures at regular intervals which we decided to leverage for
orientation estimation. For the purposes of our experiment, we threshold the image
such that we get a binary image, thus only ceiling lights appear as rectangular
bright spots while rest of the image appears black. After thresholding we follow
the process described in Algorithm 4. Fig. 7.13 shows the ceiling camera’s view and
the thresholded binary image along with heading detection. Heading estimates were
computed at 30 Hz. We use a bin size b = 0.1◦ for the histogram operation described
in Section 7.2.1.
7.4.2.1 Orientation Estimation Accuracy
Assuming no inherent bias, heading accuracy is dependent on the number of
feature measurements available from the ceiling. More measurements result in better
estimation (Law of Large Numbers), this can be seen in the contrast of the polar plots
in Fig. 7.8(c) for the simulation where we observed ≈ 1000 features in the heaviest
bin vs. Fig. 7.13(d) where we observed 2 features in the heaviest bin for the real
world experiment. In the simulation we are able to achieve orientation estimation
with a standard deviation of ≈< 0.1◦ whereas for the real-world case the number is
≈ 0.5◦. Figure 7.14(c) shows that when the simulated ceiling height is lowered to 18
feet, the number of measurements drops to ≈ 100 as opposed to ≈ 1000 available
when the ceiling is at a height of 36 feet (see Fig. 7.8(c)). This has the direct effect
of reducing the accuracy of heading measurements.
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(a) (b)
(c) Ceiling direction mean θc = 138.09
◦,
σc = 0.5479
◦.
(d)
Figure 7.13: View of the ceiling from the upward facing camera mounted on our
platform. The orientation sensing system uses straight line light fixtures to detect
line features and find the principal direction of the ceiling in the image frame.
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(a) (b) Ceiling direction mean θc = 36.43
◦,
σc = 0.465
◦.
(c)
Figure 7.14: Heading estimation for a simulated roof with corrugation. In this
simulation the ceiling is at a height of 18 ft.
7.4.3 Mapping
Fig. 7.15 shows mapping results for the physical experiment. Fig. 7.15(a) shows
the map as computed by the standard correlative scan matching based SLAM ap-
proach. The map suffers a catastrophic failure characterized by a twist in the esti-
mated geometry of the environment. Fig. 7.15(b) shows the map as estimated by
our approach. Our map is globally consistent and does not suffer major twisting
whereas the map estimated with the state-of-the-art approach is bent out of shape
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.15: Mapping results for physical warehouse experiment. (a) Estimated map
with a standard SLAM approach using correlative scan matching in the front-end
and G2O in the back-end. (b) Estimated map with our approach.
and unusable for navigation in its current form. A key difference that may be noted
is; the edges of environment geometry without using orientation appear sharper (Fig.
7.15(a)) in contrast to the geometry as estimated when absolute orientation sensing
is used (Fig. 7.15(b)). Heading estimation noise is the driving factor behind this lo-
cal map smudging. Thus higher accuracy in heading estimation should eliminate this
issue. We note that in simulations this issue is not observed as heading estimation
is more accurate (see discussion in Section 7.4.2.1).
7.5 Discussion
Our method is the first of its kind to fuse absolute orientation sensing in a 2D
pose-graph formulation. Through a detailed analysis we showed when relative ori-
entation noise is present, position error grows quadratically in the distance moved,
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i.e., it has a far greater affect on mapping and localization uncertainty than relative
position error. Monte Carlo simulations in the analysis demonstrated a quadratic
growth in position error as heading noise is increased. The key point to note is that
the localization uncertainty, i.e., the confidence bounds grow at a faster rate than
localization error. It is more important to study error confidence than the error
itself. With high error bounds, which also grow quadratically with growing relative
orientation error, one cannot reasonably expect a high-likelihood of detecting loop
closure in realistic physical environments. As an example, if a robot were to operate
a in large warehouse, the scan matcher would not be able to distinguish between
two aisles that look the same, it would be up to the localization prior to provide an
initial guess for the loop closure search. With an erroneous initial guess it is only too
well understood that a non-linear optimizer will converge to arbitrary local minima.
Simulation results in a realistic physical environment confirm this finding. Through
extensive Monte Carlo simulations we have shown that our approach is an order of
magnitude more accurate and never fails in testing whereas existing mapping meth-
ods fail ≈ 40% − 50% of the times. Further, we confirmed the robustness of our
approach in a physical experiment wherein we mapped a live warehouse facility and
showed that a regular scan matching approach fails to estimate a consistent map of
the environment due to localization drift which also prevents loop closure detection.
Thus for long-term autonomy, it behooves us to capture global orientation cues to
make SLAM robust and reliable. The heading estimation and fusion techniques de-
veloped in this work are applicable to any scan matching approach, i.e., both 2D
and 3D. We now proceed to conclude this dissertation, discuss limitations of existing
work and present exciting new directions of research that my utilize or extend this
work.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this work in its entirety is to understand the problem of long-
term autonomy. “Long-Term” has no industrial or academic definition based on
quantitative metrics such as length of trajectory or size of map etc. Long-term
operation for an assistive robot can be 10 years of 24 × 7 operation in an old-age
home all the way to 10 weeks of operation on a different planet in unknown terrain.
The role of “Long-Term” in this dissertation is to draw the reader’s attention to the
fact that for mobile robots to attain widespread everyday use, autonomy needs to
become robust. Much more than what it is in the current state-of-the-art.
In Chapter 2 we presented an overview of the state-of-the-art in Simultaneous
Localization and Planning (SLAP). We presented results for a rollout-based extension
to the standard FIRM algorithm and showed that it outperforms or matches FIRM
in time to complete tasks and success probability. We also showed that compared
to local optimization-based approaches, this method is able to leverage the global
FIRM cost-map and generate plans that do not get trapped in local minima. A
limitation of several existing works including FIRM and its rollout-based extension
is that they rely on a Gaussian belief assumption. A Gaussian belief assumption may
not always work in real-world situations, a prime example being environments with
a high degree of self-similarity. These present quite often in man-made environments
such as offices, warehouses, factories etc. In Chapter 3, we developed a novel method
called M3P for active data association to disambiguate non-Gaussian beliefs. We
showed that our approach is able to guide a kidnapped robot to observe unique
information in the world based on prior knowledge of the map and converge to a
unimodal hypothesis. We applied the method of M3P to a physical robot operating in
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a maze like environment which is initially kidnapped and uses M3P to disambiguate
its global pose.
In Chapter 4 we provided an overview of existing literature in the field of Simul-
taneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) and looked into the role of orientation
in SLAM. Orientation estimation error as it turns out, is a key reason for faulty and
unreliable estimation in SLAM due to the non-linear nature of trigonometric func-
tions of heading that are involved in relative measurements between robot poses and
from robot pose to features. Chapter 5 studied the role of orientation in SLAM in a
2D feature-based setting with absolute orientation measurements available through
celestial sensors (e.g., star trackers etc.). We showed that loop closure reduces the er-
ror uncertainty by half at the feature estimates farthest from the loop, which raises
the question,“Is it possible to avoid loop closure and still get reliable mapping?”.
The answer to that questions as shown in Chapter 5 is yes. We developed two ap-
proaches F2F and R2F. F2F captures relative measurements between features at
each keyframes whereas R2F capture relative measurements between the robot and
features at each time. For both methods our analysis showed that localization error
growth is linear as the robot moves further away from start and the error growth rate
can be controlled by planning how many measurements to take. We concluded that
with absolute orientation measurements, accurate and consistent long-term localiza-
tion with < 1m error is possible for trajectories that are 100kms long. However,
absolute orientation measurements may not always be available, thus it is important
to understand how the underlying structure of the SLAM problem can be exploited
for more robust estimation than existing state-of-the-art. In Chapter 6 we looked at
the problem of 2D feature-based SLAM when absolute orientation measurements are
not available. We developed a two-step pose-graph SLAM approach called RFM-
SLAM that separates orientation and position estimation in SLAM using relative
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feature measurements. First an on-manifold optimization is solved for the robot ori-
entation followed by a linearized least squares for the robot and feature poses. We
showed that the accuracy of trajectory estimates from RFM-SLAM degrades grace-
fully compared to existing non-linear optimization based approaches as sensor noise
increases. Empirical results demonstrated that our approach avoids catastrophic
failure which occurs commonly in non-linear optimization based SLAM approaches
due to bad initial guesses.
In Chapter 7 we leveraged insights gained on the role of orientation in SLAM
and applied them to a real-world scenario in a 2D scan matching based approach.
Current state-of-the-art in scan-matching based relative pose graph SLAM relies on
long-range LiDAR sensors for getting reliable and accurate relative pose measure-
ments and loop closure detection. Quite often, in practical applications, a human-
in-the-loop is required to fix loop closures, i.e., correct for false positive loop closure
detections or add loop closures where they are not detected, in order to compute
a reliable map. From the perspective of true long-term autonomy, this is certainly
not desirable. For automatic loop closure detection, an issue that commonly comes
up is that when a robot traverses a large distance before closing a loop (“large”
depends on the ratio of LiDAR range to dimensions of the environment), there is
sufficient localization drift such that accurate data association for loop closure is not
possible. In self-similar environments such as warehouses, where there are multiple
identically shaped aisles, this issue rears its ugly head quite often. Extensive analysis
of the localization problem with noisy relative pose measurements showed that small
noise in relative heading measurements has a far more disastrous consequence on
localization uncertainty than noisy relative position measurements. The method of
LOGO developed in Chapter 7 was applied to both extensive simulation studies for
a robot operating in a large virtual building and to a real-world warehouse. Simula-
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tion studies showed that our mapping method never failed whereas state-of-the-art
SLAM approaches fail about ≈ 40%− 50% of the times. Further, real world testing
validated that orientation cues can be extracted easily in indoor settings and can be
used to robustly map large environments where a standard approach may easily fail.
8.1 Limitations and Future Work
A key limitation of the M3P approach (Chapter 3) is in the action selection step
during replanning which can be computationally expensive for a large number of
modes. Future work will look at reducing this cost and experiments will be extended
to larger problems (e.g., symmetric office environments), with more complex percep-
tion models and drastic localization failures (e.g., sequential kidnappings). Finally,
there may be tasks which are feasible with a multimodal distribution on the belief.
Such cases present an interesting area for future motion planning research.
For the method of LFGO (Chapter 5), the goal is to nudge SLAM research
to explore absolute orientation sensing, particularly the development of promising
sensors such as daylight star trackers and MEMS-based gyrocompasses along with
their application to robotics. Future work would investigate planning to incorporate
obstacles, unknown data associations and terminal localization error constraints.
For the method of RFM-SLAM (Chapter 6), future work involves implementing
the software in more efficient frameworks, e.g. C++ to compare the time required
to solve given problems with state-of-the-art solvers on publicly available datasets.
Though the non-linear optimization problem for orientation may be susceptible to
initial guess error, such an issue was not observed, perhaps the underlying nature of
the orientation estimation problem is less sensitive to the initial guess. This aspect
needs to be studied further to develop a deeper understanding of the SLAM problem.
A current limitation of the work in Chapter 7 is that its application has been
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limited to 2D indoor mapping. Currently, we are investigating an application of
orientation sensing using star trackers to autonomous vehicles for full 6 DoF local-
ization. Our goal is to demonstrate robust outdoor autonomy without relying on
any form of GPS. A major motivating factor for application to autonomous vehicles
is that the system does not need to rely on external signals such as GPS which can
be easily spoofed or jammed. This presents a threat to the safety and reliability
of autonomous vehicles. Thus for long-term operation, autonomous vehicles need
back-up navigation systems which are self-contained and robust.
An interesting question which may be raised is, ”how can we design indoor en-
vironments to suit robust autonomous robot operation?”. Given the opportunity to
design environments from ground up, there are a number of tricks that may be used:
1. Beacon-based systems: Unique RFID tags may be embedded in walls and
floors of buildings during construction. These known markers can be used by
robots to localize themselves across large buildings. One can also place fiducial
markers, though a common approach it may not be aesthetically pleasing for
environments such as homes and offices. Bluetooth LE beacons are also gaining
popularity for positioning due to growing smartphone popularity.
2. Artificial orientation cues: Visual or infrared patterns oriented along a global
direction may be embedded in ceilings and other structures which the robot
can track to maintain an accurate estimate of heading with respect to a fixed
direction. Placing ceiling lights in a fixed global direction is another easy way
of providing heading information. A dominant artificial magnetic flux may be
generated such that robots can rely on low-cost magnetometers for heading.
3. Architectural Cues: Structural designs with unobstructed views of pillars from
multiple locations are an easy way to add a vertical reference for roll and pitch
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estimation in 3D navigation. In industrial buildings, naked ceiling beams can
also provide easy to detect horizontal features which aid in heading estimation.
One can paint North-South beams in a single color and East-West beams in
another color, thus making it easy for the robot to disambiguate directions.
The prior list is by no means exhaustive, but it provides ideas which may be fruit-
fully explored in the future as robots grow to become a part of everyday workplace
and home environments.
8.2 Closing Remarks
It is said that one must ask the right question and the answer presents itself
naturally. We strongly believe that the right question to ask for robust and precise
long-term localization is “how does a system estimate its orientation with respect
to a fixed reference?”. Once this question is answered, the solution to long-term
autonomy flows naturally. Surely if mankind is able to send probes millions of miles
into deep space and reliably hit asteroids, we can get autonomous mobile robots to
localize reliably during their lifetime with only on-board sensing.
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9. APPENDIX A
In this appendix, all necessary models for robot kinematics, dynamics and sensing
that are relevant to the simulations and experiments are described.
9.1 Motion Models
The state propagation function, noise modeling, Jacobians etc. are presented for
a variety of robot kinematic models.
9.1.1 Steered Bicycle
The steered bicycle model state is x = [x y θ]T , control vector u = [V δ] where
V is forward speed and δ is the steering angle, B is the wheel base. Process noise
w = [wV wδ]
T where wV ∼ N (0, σV ), and wδ ∼ N (0, σδ). The state propagation
model is as follows
xk+1 =

xk + (V + wV )∆tcos(δ + wδ + θk)
yk + (V + wV )∆tsin(δ + wδ + θk)
θk + (V + wV )∆tsin(δ + wδ)/B
 . (9.1)
The noise standard deviations are themselves defined as,
σV
σδ
 =
 σb,V + ηV V
σb,δ + ηδδ + ηδ,V V
 . (9.2)
σb,V , σb,δ are the bias standard deviations, ηV , ηδ are the scaling factors such that
higher control signals incur higher noise, and ηδ,V models the effect of higher speed on
angular control. This models the effect that even when robot is driving in a straight,
a higher speed will lead to higher perturbations in steering. The state transition
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Jacobian is
A =
∂f
∂x
=

1 0 −V∆tsin(δ + θk)
0 1 V∆tcos(δ + θk)
0 1 1
 (9.3)
The control Jacobian is
B =
∂f
∂u
=

∆tcos(δ + θk) −V∆tsin(δ + θk)
∆tsin(δ + θk) V∆tcos(δ + θk)
∆tsin(δ)/B V∆tcos(δ)/B
 (9.4)
The noise Jacobian is
G =
∂f
∂w
=

1 0 −V∆tsin(δ + θk)
0 1 V∆tcos(δ + θk)
0 1 1
 (9.5)
9.2 Observation Models
We describe observation models used in this research and derive properties for
use in estimation and control.
9.2.1 2D Range Bearing
Let i-th feature position be li = [xi yi]
T , the measurement zi = [r φ]T + v gives
range and bearing.
zi =
r
φ
 =
√(xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2 + vr
tan−1( yi−y
xi−x)− θ + vθ
 (9.6)
The measurement robot state Jacobian is
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H iR =
∂h
∂x
=
−(xi − x)/r −(yi − y)/r 0
(yi − y)/r2 −(xi − x)/r2 −1
 (9.7)
The measurement feature Jacobian is
H im =
∂h
∂m
=
 (xi − x)/r (yi − y)/r
−(yi − y)/r2 (xi − x)/r2
 (9.8)
The measurement noise Jacobian is
M =
∂h
∂v
= I2×2 (9.9)
9.2.1.1 Inverse 2D Range Bearing
The inverse observation model g returns the location of the feature given robot
pose and measurement.
li =
xi
yi
 =
x+ (r + vr)cos(θ + φ+ vφ)
y + (r + vr)sin(θ + φ+ vφ)
 (9.10)
Inverse observation robot state Jacobian
G =
∂g
∂x
=
1 0 −rsin(θ + φ)
0 1 rcos(θ + φ)
 (9.11)
Inverse observation noise Jacobian
W =
∂g
∂v
=
cos(θ + φ) −rsin(θ + φ)
sin(θ + φ) rcos(θ + φ)
 (9.12)
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10. APPENDIX B
10.1 Relative Measurements and Rotations in 2D
Parameterizing the Direction Cosine Matrix: Let the rotation from pose
xp to xq be δθ. The DCM Cqp for the relative rotation δθ between xp and xq is,
Cqp =
cos(δθ) −sin(δθ)
sin(δθ) cos(δθ)
 . (10.1)
Thus in planar scenarios the matrix Cqp is parameterized by the 2-vector cqp =
[cos(δθ), sin(δθ)]T .
Relative Feature Measurements-based Constraints on Orientation: Let
a robot make observations to two landmarks li and lj from poses xp and xq as shown
in Fig. 6.2(b). Observing this pair of landmarks from both poses forms a relative
orientation constraint Cqp between xp and xq. Let
ldijp and
ldijq be the relative feature
measurements made from xp and xq respectively, then we have the following relation
ldijp = Cqp
ldijq . Using Eq. 10.1 in this relation and rearranging, we have the following
constraint on the relative orientation parameters,
ldijp,x
ldijp,y
 =
ldijq,x −ldijq,y
ldijq,y
ldijq,x

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B′qp
cos(δθ)
sin(δθ)
 . (10.2)
Projection onto SO(2) Manifold: As discussed in Section 6.2.2.1, solving Eq.
6.5 or Eq. 6.3 does not provide an orthogonal rotation as the solution. Thus the
linear least squares solution cˆ is projected back on the SO2 manifold by normalization
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cˆnormalized = η(cˆ) =
cˆ
||cˆ|| . (10.3)
Followed by computing the Jacobian
∇¯η = 1√
c21 + c
2
2
 c22 −c2c1
−c2c1 c21
 , (10.4)
and then transforming the covariance given by the linear problem as Σcnormalized =
∇¯ηΣc∇¯Tη. We drop the normalized subscript for readability. From the projected
DCM parameters we can compute the rotation angle
δθˆ = tan−1(
c2
c1
). (10.5)
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